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Essner wins presidency
o r> me ’A a.By Stephanie Barkus ’05 
News Staff
Andrea Essner ’04 was 
elected President of the 
54th Student Congress in 
the election held 
Wednesday, March 5.
“It was great. It was 
really great,” said Essner 
after finding out she was 
the winner. “Jill 
[Ryerson, 
Chair of 
CONGRESS) Student 
Congress 
Elections Committee] 
called me and I didn’t 
believe her. I hung up the 
phone, went insane and 
started crying.”
Essner, the first female 
president in several years, 
defeated Chris Nebons 
’04 in the highly contested 
race. “It was a good, 
professional, clean 
campaign,” said Essner. 
“He’s a great person...I 
gained respect for him.”
To convince students 
to vote for her Essner used 
a variety of campaign 
tactics including fliers in 
the bathrooms around 
campus, posters that 
included what she termed 
“real facts,” and going 
door-to-door through the 
residence halls.
In other Congress 
races, Sara Stankiewicz 
’04 defeated Jen Wray ’05 
for the position of 
secretary, and Meredith 
Strokes ’04, the 
incumbent Treasurer of 
Student Congress, was re­
elected, defeating Zach 
McBride ’05.
Jeff Haddad ’04 won 
the position of Secretary 
of Board of Programmers 
(BOP), Cori Leifer ’04 
prevailed as President of 
Board of Club Sports, and 
Rebecca Nicoletti ’04 will 
be President of the 
Residence Hall Asso­
ciation.
Many of the races on 
the ballot were 
uncontested. “I think it 
says something about our 
student body that there’s 
only one person running 
for most positions,” said 
Steve Rougas ’05 after 
voting. “I think that 
students should take more 
interest in the things that 
affect them.”
Those running 
unopposed were Tijuana 
Fisher ‘05, President of 
the Board of Multicultural 
Student Affairs (BMSA); 
Ivonne Pena ‘04, Vice 
President of BMSA; 
Christopher Malapit ‘05; 
Secretary of BMSA, 
Maria Cimina ’04; 
President of BOP, Nora
STUDENT
Kilkelly ’04; Vice 
President of BOP; Rory 
Davan ’04, Treasurer of 
BOP; and Patrick 
Doherty ‘05, Vice Pre­
sident of Congress. The 
position of BMSA 
treasurer is currently 
unfilled.
Students cited the lack 
of contested races as well 
as little knowledge of the 
candidates as reasons for 
not voting.
“I didn’t know much 
about either candidate, so 
I didn’t want to just 
choose one randomly,” 
said Keri Martin ’04, who 
did not vote. “If I found 
out that they were for 
something I was against 
strongly, or vice versa, I 
guess that would get me 
involved.”
Others said they didn’t 
think voting was worth 
the time involved in 
walking to the polls. 
“Slavin was too far for me 
to walk,” said Kristi 
Branca ’04, who also did 
not vote. “I felt divided, 
and didn’t have an 
overwhelming feeling 
that I had to get here [to 
vote].”
Some students, 
meanwhile, thought 
voting was very 
important. “I feel like its 
important for students to 
choose who their leaders 
are,” said Ericc Powell 
’06, who did vote.
“If you don’t vote, you 
can’t complain,” said 
Megan Stiles ’06 after 
voting. “We feel it is our 
duty as Providence 
College students,” added 
Abby Long ’06.
“I think students 
should be involved in the 
decisions that affect 
them,” said Rougas. “I 
voted for the people that 
impressed me the most as 
a person and a leader.”
While Congress 
officials declined a Cowl 
request to release exact 
figures for each race, 
Ryerson did say that 805 
students in total casted a 
ballot in the election. This 
represents approximately 
21.76% of the student 
body. Congress officials 
acknowledged that this 
represented a decline in 
voter turnout from the 
average of, 30% in 
previous elections.
If the low turnout in 
the election was a letdown 
in any way, Essner did not 
appear deterred. “This is 
what I’ve been working 
up for the last three years 
at PC,” said Essner. “I’m 
going to work that much 
harder because I fought so 
hard for it.”
NORA CASSIDY 05/The Cowl
[Above] Andrea Essner 
’04 is all smiles on 
Wednesday evening 
after learning of her 
victory. [Below] Essner 
campaigning in 
McDermott on Tuesday 
evening. Essner made 
a grassroots appeal to 
students by going door- 
to-door elaborating her 
platform.
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Election Results
NOTE: The Cowl requested numerical results for each contested race in the 
election. However, Jill Ryerson ’05, Chair of the Election Committee, and Steve 
Niemiec ’03, President of Student Congress, related the Congress Executive 
Board’s decision to decline the request to release this information, citing con­
cerns about protecting candidates from potentially embarassing situations. The 
Election Committee did release numeric results for total voter turnout: 805 
students cast their ballots out of a student body of approximately 3700.
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Students 
hold anti­
war protest 
outside Ray
By Lauren Wholley ’04 
Asst. News Editor
Wednesday evening, 
approximately 40 
Providence College 
students gathered in front 
of Raymond Hall to 
engage in a 
CAMPUS silent protest 
NEWS against the  
possibility 
of war with 
Iraq. With signs ex­
pressing their desire for 
peace, the protesters stood 
in the rain between the 
hours of 5 and 6 p.m. 
handing out flyers to 
students entering the 
cafeteria for dinner.
The protest was one of 
many similar dem­
onstrations across the 
country, as high school 
and college students 
organized rallies to protest 
the impending war. 
According to organizer 
Angela Kelly ’04, the 
National Youth and 
Student Peace Coalition 
designated March 5,2003 
as an international 
Student Strike for Peace. 
These signs might 
help inform people 
that you can’t keep 
your eyes closed 
forever, especially 
with the possibility 
of war in the next 
few weeks.
John Coffin ’03
Kelly got a small group 
of students together to 
plan events in recognition 
of the day at Providence 
College. Instead of 
striking, like other 
campuses in the nation, 
the PC organizers decided 
to promote a day of 
awareness, setting up 
informational tables in 
Ray and Slavin.
“The point was, we 
were trying to get 
information about peace 
and its perplexities from 
many different sources so 
we could get different 
perspectives,” Kelly 
explained. The flyers 
displayed information 
from numerous peace 
organizations. Most 
flyers addressed questions 
concerning the war, 
money issues, discussed 
myths about Iraq, and
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PC student dies in Station fire
All across Rhode Island, flags were 
lowered to half-mast in response to the 
request made by Gov. Donald L. 
Carcieri, following the fire at the Station. 
The flags at Providence College remind 
the school of a personal loss.
24-year-old Rebecca E. “Becky” 
Shaw ’00 was one of the 98 victims of 
the Feb. 20 West Warwick nightclub fire.
Shaw grew up in Sudbury, Mass., 
graduated from Providence College with 
a degree in business management, and 
worked at RE/MAX real estate office in 
Cranston, R.I.
Megan C. Connelly worked at RE/ 
MAX with Shaw and the two shared an 
apartment in Cranston.
Connelly has fond memories of 
Shaw, recalling her sense of humor and 
spontaneity. “She spoiled the people she 
loved,” commented Connelly.
Parents John, a professor in 
Providence College’s Department of 
Marketing, and Ann Shaw of Sudbury 
provided their daughter’s medical 
records to help in the identification 
process. The medical examiner 
confirmed Becky Shaw to be a victim 
on Monday, Feb 24.
Friends and family remember her as 
a friendly, good-humored young woman 
with a passion for horses, the outdoors, 
and 80s rock bands, such as KISS, Guns 
n’ Roses, and the Great White.
According to the Metro West Daily 
News, Shaw’s boyfriend, Jeff Rader of 
Danville, Calif, took Shaw to the Station 
to meet the Great White. Rader, a sound 
technician, had worked with the band.
Shaw and Rader, who also died in the 
fire, met at a concert and had been dating 
for three months. Friends say the two 
were happy together.
There will be a memorial service 
Saturday, March 8 at 11a.m. in the 
Drozdal Funeral Home in Northampton, 
Mass.
—Megan Comerford ’06
Source Material from the Providence 
Journal was used for this article.
Faculty Senate meets to 
discuss diversity, honor code, 
and Global Studies program
On Wednesday, March 4, the Provi­
dence College Faculty Senate met to 
debate admissions, Cyberfriar, the 
Acedemic Integrity Code, the library, 
and the proposed Global Studies major.
The Admissions Committee reported 
that there was still concern with the 
dearth of African Americans accepted to 
the college that decided to matriculate. 
In 2002,22 African Americans who ap­
plied and were accepted, recieved Mar­
tin Luther King Jr. Scholarships. Of 
those 22 persons, only nine decided to 
matriculate. To the admissions commit­
tee, this appears to signal a problem with 
diverisity at the College. Some even 
expressed the fear that the school would 
fall into a viscious circle and recieve less 
applications from minority students each 
year until the school became completely 
Caucasian.
It was also announced that Cyberfriar 
will be revamped during the break. In 
addtion to a completely new interface, 
which will come with an upgrade to the 
current Bannerweb system, the new 
Cyberfriar will also provide a one-page 
degree audit and allow students to for­
mulate “what if’ scenarios in order to 
plan their courseload. Liberal Arts Hon­
ors and Premedical Education students 
will be able to see how many classes are 
necessary to fulfill their certificate re­
quirements.
Dr. Joseph Cammarano, Assistant 
Professor of Political Science, presented 
the Code of Academic Integrity. Stating 
that his goal was to engage the faculty 
and student body in constructive delib­
eration over the next four to eight 
months, he also mentioned that he had 
already met with the Student Congress. 
Dr. Cammarano also explained that the 
Code is necessary because the current 
statement in the Student Handbook is 
vague. The Code as it is now proposed 
would be a modified code rather than a 
draconian traditional code; the difference 
lies in the way that the code is enforced 
and the way violations are punished. 
Modified codes do not mandate auto­
matic dismissal as a punishment of 
offendersl, whereas traditional codes of­
ten do. Modified codes now appear to 
be the standard in higher education.
The ever-present issue of the College 
library was again raised with some fac­
ulty voicing open opposition to blindly 
supporting a resolution to confirm the 
vison of the library. Dr. Richard Grace, 
Professor of history, made a passionate 
call to the Senate to reject the resolution 
if they do not completely agree with its 
vision. “If you’re simply resigned to it, 
I think you should reject it... I think we 
may not have thought boldly enough.” 
The resolution eventually did pass, how­
ever with evident reserns: only 14 Sena­
tors supported the resolution, 10 opposed 
and two abstained.
A resolution was tabled concerning 
the Global Studies major. Some faculty 
strongly supported the major, feeling that 
it would be a valuable asset to the Col­
lege. Others objected to the apparent 
selection of intro-level courses into the 
major, feeling that it would make it too 
easy and fulfill too many course 
requirements.The major would incorpo­
rate an advanced language requirement 
and a mandatory study-abroad experi­
ence. —Keith Carr ’04
Feb, 27
7:45 p.m. - Vehicle damaged at Raymond Halt
Feb. 28
3:51 p.m. - Student injured and transported to hospital from 
Peterson Recreation Center.
3:16 a.m. - Student ill and transported to hospital from 
McVinney Hall.
Mar. 2
12:31 a.m. - Vandalism; water fountain broken in Aquinas 
Hall.
8:28 a.m. - Property damage; elevator damaged in Davis 
Hall.
1:37 p.m. - Student injured and transported to hospital from 
Meagher Hall.
Mar. 1
12:14 a.m. - Student ill and transported to hospital from 
McDermott Hail.
2:44 p.m. - Student injured and transported to hospital from 
Fennell Hall.
Sanctions
Dr. Sut Jhally presents...
Wrestling with Manhood: 
Boys, Bullying and Battering
WHEN: Wednesday, March 19 at 5:00 p.m.
WHERE: Moore Hall II
ALL ARE WELCOME!!!
Thinking About Becoming afl Optometrist! 
visit
THE NEW ENGLAND COLLEGE OF OPTOMETRY 
online at www.ne-optometry.edu
or
Attend an Open House
(see website for dates and time)
Please 6t7/236-6204 for more information
The College is located at
424 Beacon Street
Boston, MA 02115
News Briefs
Security Blotter
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Protest: Students speak through silence
continued from front page
noted how citizens can take action.
Some student organizers sought 
signatures for the Citizen’s Anti-War 
Referendum, a petition opposing the war 
in Iraq. As a result of the day’s events, 
150 student signatures were collected.
Kelly derived the idea for the silent 
protest after looking-at the organization, 
Women in Black, a movement that 
promotes peaceful protests surrounding 
issues of war, militarism, and abuses of 
human rights. As one sign at the protest 
proclaimed. “We wear black as a symbol 
to mourn for all victims of war, to mourn 
the destruction of people, nature and the 
fabric of life.”
The PC protest was open to all those 
who wanted to participate. “We weren’t 
trying to promote one idea or agenda, 
but offer students an opportunity to gain 
an awareness of and participate in 
peace,” Kelly said.
Students confessed to having various 
motivations for participating in the on 
campus protest. Shannon Hagedorn ’05 
explained, “I guess I feel doing 
something is better than doing nothing. 
I don’t know if avoiding war is a 
possibility, but I’d like the government 
to keep considering it.”
John Coffin ’03 hoped that students 
would take notice of the demonstrators’ 
efforts and ideas, even if they did not 
necessarily agree with their positions. 
“These signs might help inform people 
that you can’t keep your eyes closed 
forever, especially with the possibility 
of war in the next few weeks,” he said.
Despite these efforts, the PC protest 
was met with mixed emotions from 
students passing by. Brian Erland ’04 
said. “It’s not vocal enough, if you want 
to get a message across, you really have 
to yell.”
Erland did not think that standing 
around with signs would capture the 
attention of the College community, but 
his friend Ashley Roderick ’04 
disagreed. “I believe that any group that 
organizes something, no matter how they 
get their point across, it is effective,” she 
said.
Participant Meghan McKeever ’03 
was frustrated with the comments of a 
male student. “It doesn’t take a lot of 
courage to scream from St. Joe’s, ‘I hope 
you bum with Saddam.' There is a lot 
of courage in my fellow students who 
are standing out here,” she said.
Responding to Pope John Paul H’s 
call for fasting with the intention of 
peace on Ash Wednesday, McKeever 
fasted all day.
Robin Dasilva ’05 believed that 
negative feedback from some students 
stemmed from,apathy on campus. “I’m 
out here for support, people in this school 
are really ignorant...It’s embarrassing 
that this is a college institution with the 
way people are acting,” she said.
Yet, not all the protesters thought that 
the student body was disinterested. “It 
seems to me like people are taking a little 
bit of an interest. It is natural to just walk 
by, but people are taking the flyers. Even 
if we make people think, it will be worth 
it,” Hagedorn said.
“I think today proved that there are 
students who are aware. We need more 
opportunities to show that, regardless of 
where your opinions lean, action is 
encouraged,” Kelly said.
Members of the College community 
have been considering the issues 
surrounding the potential Iraqi conflict, 
with events such as the Iraq Teach-In, 
which was meant to educate the college 
community. Other organizations, such 
as the Raise Your Voice campaign, are 
planning to hold dialogues about the war 
in the next few weeks.
Shereef Ahmed ’04 holds a sign in support of peace. Peace demonstrators 
gathered in the rain outside of Raymond Hall to protest the impending war.
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Library Hours for Spring Break
Friday, March 7.............................................8 a.m. - 5 p.m
Saturday, March........................................................Closed
Sunday, March 9................ Closed
Monday -Friday, March 10-14.........8:30 a.m. - 4:30 a.m
Saturday, March 15.................................................. Closed
Sunday, March 16......................................12 noon - 1 a.m.
Enjoy Spring Vacation
Better Ingredients - Better Pizza
FASTER DELIVERY
ANNUAL TEACHING AWARD
The Teaching Award Selection Committee is pleased 
to annouce the establishment of an annual teaching 
award.
WANTED: YOU!
WHY: TO NOMINATE A CURRENT TENURED 
FACULTY MEMBER WHO DEMONSTRATES 
EXCELLENCE IN TEACHING, PASSIONATE AND 
ENTHUSIASTIC, AND SHOWS CONCERNS FOR 
STUDENTS’ ACADEMIC AND PERSONAL 
GROWTH
HOW: COMPLETE A NOMINATION FORM RECEIVED 
IN YOUR POST OFFICE BOX OR NOMINATE 
ONLINE AT www.providence.edu/cte.
FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CONTACT 
DR. ELAINE CHAIKA, CHAIR OF THE TEACHING AWARD 
SELECTION COMITTEE, AT 401-865-1340.
Welcome Back Friars!
353-7774
Only
$5.99!!!
Large 
Cheese 
Pizza!
Free 
Cinnapie 
Get a 
Free 
Cinnapie 
with the 
purchase 
of any 
large 
pizza at 
regular 
price
2 
Large 
for 
$9.98
2 Large 
Cheese 
Pizzas
Pizza & 
Wings
1 Large 
Cheese
Pizza & 
our 
boneless 
chicken 
strips for
Only $9.99
Jse any Ronzios or Domino’s coupon and get our great pizza.
We honor most competitor coupons
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Working on more than just a tan
Students engage in community 
service during spring break
By Natalie Forbes ’05
News Staff
It is a year full of “lasts” for 
seniors at PC, so it comes as no 
surprise that they want to make 
the most of their 
STUDENT last springbreak
Life But 
while the  majority of 
college students 
plan cruises and trips with their 
friends to various warmer 
climates, at least 11 PC seniors 
are spending their spring break 
sober, engaging in manual 
labor, and working with people 
they have met only recently. 
These seniors, along with 
approximately 75 other PC 
students, are participating in an 
alternative spring break, 
working for Habitat for 
Humanity at various sites across 
the country.
“It was just something that I 
felt like I needed and wanted to 
do,” said Kerry Durkin ’03 who 
is participating in the spring 
break trip for the first time. 
Megan Healy ’03 participated in 
the Habitat trip last year. “We 
were in the middle of 
Philadelphia. They had about 
four houses that they were 
restoring so we were working 
on that. I loved it last year, and 
last year was my first year. This 
year I’m coming back and I’m 
leading the trip,” she said. “I 
want to make other people love 
it as much as I did,” explained 
Healy.
“It’s almost like you don’t 
get a break,” said Sarah Mui 
’03. Mui spent the spring break 
of her sophomore year in North 
Carolina on the Habitat trip. 
“The family you’re helping 
build the house for is required 
to do 300 hours of service on 
their house, so you get the 
chance to work alongside the 
family who will eventually live 
there,” said Mui. “The house I 
helped build the last time was 
for a single mom and her three 
kids who were all under the age 
of seven.”
When asked what the appeal 
of the trip is for her, Mui said, 
“I think really just the idea of 
getting to help people. It also 
kind of intrigued me because of 
construction.” Mui is not the 
only one looking forward to 
getting her hands dirty this 
spring break.
Stacey Donfrancesco ’05, 
along with Daniel Burgoyne 
’03, is in charge of organizing 
PC’s Habitat for Humanity 
volunteers. “I’ve always been 
big into service,” said 
Donfrancesco. “It’s just a great 
experience, both mentally and 
physically,” she said. Mui gave 
an overview of how the trip 
works. “We rent vans to drive 
down in, stay in CCD 
classrooms of churches and 
provide our own meals, like 
buying pasta and cooking for 
ourselves.”
“I think that most of the time 
a lot of their [seniors’] plans fall 
through and they look to do 
something with their time at PC, 
so they look to Habitat,” said 
Donfrancesco. She went on to 
say that the bulk of the 198 
students who signed up to 
volunteer throughout the year 
with Habitat for Humanity 
through PC joined in large part 
for the spring break trip. The 
trip is a guaranteed opportunity 
(or volunteer work. PC finds 
itself in a type of competition 
with other Providence—area 
colleges for volunteer 
opportunities because the 
number of volunteers 
outnumbers the actual need at 
the sites.
Though they may not be 
spending their week off with 
close friends, these senior 
volunteers have no regrets. “I 
think it’s better that way,” said 
Healy in reply when asked how 
she felt about traveling and 
living for a week with people 
she does not know well. “You 
just get to know people from the 
start,” she said. “It’s such a fun 
group dynamic,” said Mui.
While most students have 
their spring break trips planned 
out to the last detail, the Habitat 
volunteers are not even sure 
what exactly they will be doing 
once they arrive at their sites. 
As of Monday night Durkin 
said, “I know absolutely 
nothing,” about the work she 
will be doing.
Mui has a general idea of 
what her group, which is 
traveling to Forsyth County, 
NC, will be doing. “We’re
DAN BURGOYNE ’03/The Cowl
PC students volunteer at a Habitat for Humanity site in Wilmington, N. C., in 2001.
10 students participated at this particular work site.
going to a pretty rural area. 
They told us something like 
building walls and floors to later 
be brought to sites to build 
houses,” she explained.
The seniors have different 
reasons for participating and 
hopes for the trip. Durkin said, 
“Next year I decided that I want 
to volunteer through the whole 
year with Americorp.”
The appeal for Healy lies in 
her opinion that “it’s a very 
gratifying spring break,” but she 
also admitted that the warm 
climate is a motivating factor. 
Donfrancesco said that she finds 
The RI Alpha Chapter of Phi Sigma Tau 
and the Philosophy Dept, present a lecture by
Albert P. Marcello III ’04
“Does God Exist ?” — On Hume’s Critique of the Design 
Argument for God’s Existence
Tuesday March 18,4 p.m. - Slavin Soft Lounge
the trip to be a valuable 
experience because, “realizing 
how others live” is important, 
especially for the average 
college student.
The trip costs approximately 
$300. Most of the participants 
did fund raising to diminish the 
cost.
This year there are 85 
participants, compromising 6 
groups, driving to various sites 
for their spring break with 
Habitat. The program gains 
momentum every year it seems. 
Almost ten years ago, during the 
mid 1990s, when PC first 
started having these spring 
break trips, only 10 or 20 
students participated. The 
numbers have grown steadily 
over the years due simply to 
word of mouth.
Whether it is a five-hour 
drive, like Durkin will face, or 
a 12-hour drive that Mui will 
conquer, all the seniors say the 
same thing. They are doing it 
because they do not want to pass 
up the experience, the 
opportunity to do some good in 
what is their last spring break 
of their PC career.
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Congress takes up Academic Honor Code
STUDENT
CONGRESS
By Natalie Forbes ’05
News Staff
At the Feb. 23 meeting of Student 
Congress, Dr. Joseph Cammarano, 
Assistant Professor of Political Science, 
presented the proposal for a Code of 
Academic Integrity, 
marking a major step 
forward in what has 
been a four-year-long 
process to develop and 
gain support for a code at Providence 
College. While similar codes exist at 
other competitive schools, such as 
Boston College, the proposed code has 
been met with mixed reactions.
Cammarano called the code an “at­
tempt to refocus students” and an oppor­
tunity for them to “take control” of their 
education. “The school has set a sort of 
vision as to where it wants to go in the 
future,” said Cammarano, explaining 
that there exist hundreds of “objectives 
the school is trying to reach,” a code of 
academic integrity being one of those ob­
jectives. The goal is to become a “na­
tionally prominent liberal arts Catholic 
college” said Cammarano.
“Last night marked the beginning of 
the process,” he said after speaking to 
the Student Congress about the code. 
Cammarano will meet with the Faculty 
Senate next week to speak about the code 
proposal as well.
The proposed code calls for a coun­
cil, an investigation board, and a hear­
ing board composed of students, faculty, 
and staff. Zach McBride ’05 contended 
that “the students have the power.”
Nicole Sawran ’03 said that the re­
sponsibility is shared by the students as 
well as the teachers. What happens when 
a student is accused of an infraction, i.e. 
cheating, by another student? The ac­
cused, the accuser, and the professor 
meet with the hearing board after an in­
vestigation board has completed an in­
vestigation of the incident report. “In 
the end,” whether the student is deter­
mined to be guilty or innocent, “the 
teacher has the ultimate say,” in what 
grade a student receives, said Meredith 
Strokes ’04.
Many Congress members felt the 
code proposal was weak and said it 
needed improvements. “If we’re going 
to do it, we have to do it right the first 
time,” said McBride. “There needs to 
be a moral responsibility of the student. 
It’s not an honor code, it’s an acknowl­
edgment of understanding,” he contin­
ued. “I think it’s a great idea,” he said, 
but also said that the initial offering was 
“very weak.”
He went on to say that he felt the code 
to be a “ploy to make us [PC] seem more 
competitive...I’m not going to waste Stu­
dent Congress’s time” in talking about 
it, he said.
Freshman Class President Matthew 
Weber ’06 seemed to agree with 
McBride saying, “I don’t think it’s re­
ally necessary.” He went on to admit 
though that “it could have a purpose,” 
but emphasized that he felt we as PC stu­
dents abide by an unwritten Code of Aca­
demic Integrity. “There was no written 
code in reference to chivalric knights,” 
he said.
“Why don’t we just leave the integ­
rity up to the individual,” questioned 
Strokes. “It’s a given” that students are 
expected to have academic integrity, said 
Strokes.
Weber said, “Dr. Cammarano is re­
ally trying to shape up the school on this 
issue of integrity.” Strokes said “I ap­
plaud Dr. Cammarano. You can see his 
passion” about the code and its impor­
tance. “It’s a great idea, but right now 
it’s not going to work,” she said.
Proponents of the code are not giv­
ing up. Sawran said, “I’ve been work­
ing on the honor code since I was a 
sophomore.” When asked what about 
the code makes it worth supporting, 
Sawran explained, “There’s a shared 
power between teachers and students...It 
gives the students a lot of power...This 
is something that could only help PC as 
a whole...This is something that I really 
believe in.”
Dr. Craig B. Wood, Associate Profes­
sor of Biology, supported Sawran’s re­
marks and explained that “This was 
never meant to be something that will 
stop [cheating].” He emphasized that the 
purpose of such a code is to “educate 
everyone as to why [academic integrity] 
important.”
Cammarano said that “students will 
take an active role in their education” and 
that significant changes will be brought 
about if the code is implemented. He 
explained that it will motivate students 
to work harder and that it will make the 
faculty more responsible.
“I think it’s important because it 
makes students feel like they have a part 
in it,” said Tiffany Lawrence ’03. “The 
point of it isn’t to get people to rat out 
their friends and peers, it’s to put the re­
sponsibility on each other,” she contin­
ued. “By having an honor code that’s 
partially student created and student 
formed,” Lawrence suspected students 
would take more of an interest. “We 
have a stake in it,” she said.
An education is not just a “quid pro 
quo,” explained Cammarano, recogniz­
ing that many students see it as such. 
Students give Providence College thou­
sands of dollars to receive a degree after 
four years. “That’s not what a liberal 
arts education is about,” he said. It is 
about “creating a life of the mind,” said 
Cammarano.
Rev. Mark Nowel, O.P., Dean of Un­
dergraduate Studies, said, “I’m in favor 
of any student-faculty cooperative effort 
to increase awareness of our obligation 
towards academic integrity at PC. I think 
PC is a perfect place for such an honor 
code.”
After literally years of research and 
talking with students, Sawran concluded, 
“there were very few students who 
hadn’t been touched by [cheating].” 
Sawran explained that cheating is in­
creasing across the board. Through re­
search she has learned that “schools with 
honor codes typically have lower levels 
of cheating.”
Speaking of PC’s current state in 
terms of cheating students, Sawran said, 
“students do it without thinking about 
the consequences.” These consequences 
could include how it affects other stu­
dents and the school’s image. She said 
that the code is necessary because “There 
isn’t any sort of mechanism outside of 
the professor,” as of right now, for deal­
ing with such issues of academic integ­
rity. She also cited a poll taken of in­
coming freshmen this past summer that 
reported a majority of the class of 2006 
to be in support of a Code of Academic 
Integrity.
When informed as to the basic com­
ponents of the proposal, students, like 
members of Congress, had mixed reac­
tions. “An honor code would be a posi­
tive step forward for this campus. It 
would force students to take more re­
sponsibility and also would help to pro­
mote the sort of all around sense of per­
sonal dignity and integrity that a Catho­
lic school should strive to teach,” said 
Jim McDonnell ’05.
According to Shannon McCormack 
’05, “It’s very Big Brother. It should be 
between the student and professor, not 
involve a whole committee of people.” 
James Manning ’05 said, “There’s no 
harm in having one. I don’t think it 
would wprk practically though.” 
Theresa Amaral ’03, disagreed with 
these students saying, “I don’t see why 
anyone would really be upset about it. 
Why not, unless you have something to 
hide?”
Editor Is Note: This article was have to 
run last week, but a layout error resulted 
in an old story being run under Natalie 
Forbes’s byline. The editor offers sincere 
apologies for this error.
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Second Iraq teach-in draws crowd to Feinstein
Experts from Watson Institute, 
Naval War College offer 
perspectives to students
CAMPUS 
NEWS
By Mary Votava ’05
News Staff
Last Thursday night, a couple 
hundred students and faculty gathered on 
campus for over two hours to deliberate 
issues concerning an impending war 
with Iraq, issues that many throughout 
the world are also facing. 
The Iraq teach-in was the 
second of the school year, 
being brought together as 
the possibility of war with
Iraq seems to be weeks away.
Students posed questions to a panel 
of experts, which included Col. John 
Burns of the U.S. army, Professor of 
Strategy and Force Planning at the Naval 
War College; Dr. William E. Hudson, 
Professor of Political Science at 
Providence College and American public 
policy specialist; Dr. Jim Miskel, 
Professor of National Security Affairs at 
the Naval War College and special 
lecturer in political science at PC; and 
Ed Wagner, research assistant at the 
Watson Institute and special lecturer in 
political science at PC.
Dr. Robert H. Trudeau, Chair of the 
Political Science Department, mediated 
the panel and introduced the teach-in, 
saying, “Complicated decisions need to 
be made by informed citizens. It is 
important to listen and talk face-to-face. 
This is not a debate. This is an 
opportunity to ask qualified people for 
feedback.”
The Political Science Department and 
the Board of Programmers sponsored the 
teach-in, although Kevin Hirten ’03 was 
the main organizer. Hirten said, “The 
teach-in was such a success last time and 
now the issues are even more relevant.” 
The teach-in proceeded with no 
formal structure. Rather, it allowed 
students to ask questions that voiced a 
variety of concerns. “I came to the teach- 
in that took place in the fall and I liked 
this set-up a lot better,” said Erica Santos 
’04. She continued, “I didn’t come here 
with any specific questions, but it was 
good to listen to the information 
anyway.”
“Some people were concerned that 
no strong anti-war statement was 
represented by the panel,” said Trudeau, 
“but that’s not what the teach-in was 
about.”
“People were interested in having a 
number of perspectives represented on 
the panel in order to show both sides of 
the spectrum,” said Hirten. He 
continued, “I wanted the teach-in to be 
a place where people could become more 
informed, not just a protest.”
The panelists asked not to be quoted, 
providing only background information 
for the students present at the teach-in 
to further deliberate the issues associated 
with a possible war against Iraq.
A range of concerns were voiced by 
students, including what regime change 
in Iraq would really mean, the potential 
costs to the U.S. domestically, the state 
of the military, the extent to which war 
with Iraq is ineyjtable, and many others. 
Andrew Mackenzie ’04 said, “I was glad 
to see that there was more analysis and 
not just the presentation of facts.”
“I was very impressed with the 
quality of student questions,” said 
Trudeau. William Crogan ’03 noted the 
students’ concern over a possible war 
against Iraq as well. He said, “It was 
really encouraging to see the student 
interest.”
At times, a definite political stance 
came through in the questions of the 
students and faculty, spreading applause 
through the crowd. An informal poll 
taken half way through the teach-in 
showed a mixed opinion of those in 
attendance about whether the U.S. 
should at some point use military force 
in Iraq, with slightly more favoring no 
use of force.
“I appreciated the panel’s candidness 
and their ability to answer questions 
without an obvious political slant,” said 
Rita O’Dea ’03. “Regardless, I don’t feel 
swayed...I’m just really not sure.”
The teach-in provided more to think 
about for many people. Even the 
panelists were often at a loss for definite 
answers.
“It became more apparent that war 
does in some cases seem inevitable,” said 
Siobhan Mangan ’05, “but no one knows 
the implications of it.”
Cheryl Novak ’03 voiced the same 
concern, “The question of repercussions 
was brought up...when does it end? 
There’s just so much to think about.” 
She continued, “I’ve always been against 
war, maybe not even to be used as a last 
resort.”
“The question was raised of why Iraq 
and not North Korea when they are 
violating the same thing,” said Mangan. 
“Is it maybe because of our economic 
interests?”
“I didn’t feel like I knew a lot of the 
information that was talked about,” said 
Alison Kelly ’04. Santos agreed that the 
panel was beneficial to the PC 
community; “Sometimes being a student 
you get cut off in the ‘PC world’ from 
what is going on in the real world.”
“I think that students should make an 
opportunity to learn whenever possible,” 
said Emily Byrne ’04. “Go out and 
educate yourself so that you can educate 
others. Especially in the question of war, 
you have to be able to back up your 
opinions.”
Regardless of what the future holds 
for the U.S. and Iraq, Hirten said, “I hope 
that a tradition of teach-ins continues. 
There will always be issues to discuss 
and deliberate.”
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WYCLEF
and the Refugee All-Stars
Saturday, March 22, 
8:00 p.m. 
Peterson
Tickets on sale NOW 
in the BOP Office, 
Lower Slavin 
$12.00
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Key al Qaeda suspect captured in Pakistan
U.S. official says terrorist group will be “lost without him”
by Sarah Long ’04
World Staff
Alleged Sept. 11 mastermind Khalid 
Shaikh Mohammed was captured in 
Rawalpindi, Pakistan, near the Paki­
stani capital, Islamabad. Officials hope 
that information extracted from com­
puters, disks, paper documents, and 
cellular phonesthat 
were taken from 
his home will an­
swer questions 
about the orches­
tration of the Sept. 
11 attacks and 
plans for future at­
tacks.
Mr. Mohammed was the Chief of 
Operations for the al Qaeda terror net­
work and part of the triumvirate with 
Osama Bin Laden and Ayman al- 
Zawahir. Many of the captured al 
Qaeda operatives who had not had con­
tact with each other had had contact 
with Mr. Mohammed. One American 
senior law official said “He was the cen­
ter of everything. They will be lost with­
out him.”
In fact, officials are saying that ap­
prehending Mr. Mohammed is as im­
portant in disassembling al Qaeda as 
capturing Osama Bin Laden. One of­
ficial said. “Bin Laden was always the 
chairman of the board of al Qaeda and 
remains the inspirational leader, but 
Khalid Shaikh Mohammed was the 
CEO, the guy who made sure things get 
done.”
In 1996, Mr. Mohammed was in­
dicted for taking part in a Phillipines- 
based plan to blow up 12 U.S.-bound 
airplanes in 48 hours. He was also be­
lieved to have helped cany out the bomb­
ing of the U.S.S. Cole in 2000.
Officials also say that he was the one 
who decided that al Qaeda should attack 
“soft targets” while the terror network 
was weakened after the U.S.-led war in 
Afghanistan, which led to the bombing 
in Bali, Indonesia last year that killed 202 
people. Another captured al-Qaeda op­
erative, Muhammad Mansur Jabarah, 
told interrogators that Mr. Mohammed 
had given him money and told him to 
attack south east Asia.
Republican Senator Pat Roberts said 
“If there was one man we wanted to get, 
it was this man.”
An elated President Bush holds “deep 
appreciation and gratitude” to Pakistani 
President Perevez Musharraf for his co­
operation in the apprehension.
Still, some officials expressed resent­
ment that the Pakistan had released in­
formation about the arrest immediately, 
missing the opportunity for the U.S. to 
get “behind the eight-ball” before al 
Qaeda could recover from the blow.
Officials also indicate that the in­
crease in terror alert to “high” was in part 
because of intelligence information that 
Mr. Mohammed was planning attacks. 
Officials do not know yet how this ar­
rest will affect the terror alert, as the ar­
rest of this leader may scatter and 
weaken al-Qaeda or it could incite cells 
to carry out more attacks.
After driving the Taliban from power 
in Afghanistan, one-third of the al-Qaeda 
operatives were reportedly killed or cap­
tured. The US government reports that 
leaders still on the loose are Mohammed 
Atef, Bin Laden’s Chief of Military Op­
erations, and Saif al Adel, the network’s 
security chief.
Sources: CNN, CBS, NBC
Osama Bin Laden
Head of al-Qaeda terrorist organization
AT LARGE
Ayman Al-Zawahiri 
Bin Laden’s top deputy
AT LARGE
Abu Zubaydah 
Operations chief, caught in Pakistan
CAPTURED
Muhammad Atef
Military chief, died in U.S.bombings 
in Afghanistan
KILLED
Khalid Shaikh Mohammed 
Thought to have significant role in 
planning 9/11 attacks 
CAPTURED
Courtesy of Newsweek
U.S. has message for Iraq
Yahoo
U.S. forces would hit Iraq with 10 times as many bombs in the opening days 
of an air campaign as they did in the 1991 Gulf War in an assault meant to 
"shock and awe" Iraqi defenders, U.S. officials reported Wednesday.
Flammable foam puts club’s 
owners under scrutiny
Yahoo
The foam used in the bar is known as polyurethane, which 
experts say burns like gasoline.
by Jay Higgins ’03 
World Editor
While the investigation continues to 
determine who was responsible for the 
fire that killed 98 people last month at 
The Station, relatives of two victims of 
the deadly Rhode Island nightclub fire 
wasted no time in suing the club own­
ers and the rock band Great White this 
past Tuesday. It is likely the first wrong­
ful death suit related to the blaze, the
plaintiffs' lawyer said.
The lawsuit was filed in Providence 
Superior Court in Rhode Island on be­
half of the families of Donald 
Roderiques and Tina Ayer. Their lawyer, 
Brian Cunha, said he expected to file 
more suits on behalf of four other fami­
lies later this week. He said he would
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The Week in Review
It happened on...
Tuesday
Philippines airport bomb kills 21
A powerful bomb ripped through an airport in the 
country’s second-largest city, Davao, killing 21 and 
injuring 148. Terry Labado, an airport official told the 
Associated Press, “It was a very, very loud explosion. 
I saw bodies flying.” Philippines President Gloria 
Macapagal-Arroyo condemned the explosion as an act 
of terrorism and emergency meeting of the cabinet com­
mittee on internal security. The White House has is­
sued a similar condemnation. However, as of Tuesday 
night there was no immediate claim of responsibility 
for the blast. A spokesman for the Moro Islamic Lib­
eration Front, the biggest Muslim separatist group in 
the southern Philippines, has denied responsibility for 
the bombing.
U.S. Sends More Troops to the Middle East
The United States ordered 60,000 new troops to the Per­
sian Gulf to join the 250,000 already stationed there. 
Meanwhile debate continues in a divided U.N. Security 
Council over whether a resolution should be passed au­
thorizing military action against Iraq. Veto-wielding 
member nations France, Russia, and China say weapons 
inspectors should be given more time to complete their 
investigation of Iraq. The Bush administration counters 
that a U.N. Resolution is desirable but not necessary for 
an invasion. U.S. plans for a mid-March invasion were 
recently upset by Turkey’s decision not to allow Ameri­
can military forces to launch an attack from Turkish soil.
Wednesday
Israeli Bus Destroyed By Terrorist Bomb
A bomb exploded on a bus in the northern Israeli city of 
Haifa. About 40 people were injured by the blast which oc­
curred around 2:15 p.m. local time. It is believed that many 
on the bus were college students who had recently boarded 
from a nearby university. Israeli officials condemned the 
attack and held it as proof that the Palestinian Authority has 
no desire for a peaceful solution. Haifa, a mixed Arab-Is­
raeli city near the border of Israel and the West Bank, has 
been a frequent target of attacks since the most recent Pales­
tinian uprising began in 2000.
NBA Players to Face Pre-Olympic Drug Testing
In a decision endorsed unanimously by all Olympic Sports 
Federations and 73 national governments, a universal drug 
testing procedure was enacted .on Wednesday effective for 
the 2004 Athens Games. Starting July 1 NBA players will 
no longer be held to their current NBA system of drug test­
ing, but will instead be held to the same liability policy as 
all other Olympic Athletes. The old plan held professional 
athletes accountable only in pre-game testing conducted at 
the Olympics. Under the new plan Olympic officials have 
been given permission to show up at NBA players houses 
unannounced and ask for a sample. The NBA players union 
had no comment except to say that it was reviewing the 
policy.
Ask
PC
If you found 
out you had an 
identical twin, 
what would 
you say to 
them?
Let’s start pulling some pranks
Meg Donah ’03
Weekly Spotlight
Ari Fleischer
Why he’s our spotlight: As White House Press Secretary Mr. Fleischer is the 
official spokesman for President George W. Bush. He handles all media queries 
and is responsible for disseminating information about the administration, its poli­
cies, and its goals to reporters.
Background: Fleischer grew up in Pound Ridge, a suburb of New York, N.Y. He 
received a degree in political science from Middlebury College in 1982 and served 
as press secretary for numerous politicians prior to his appointment by President 
Bush in 2000.
Caught in the Crossfire: Fleischer has kept extremely busy since taking his post 
and is frequently present in national and international news coverage. He has had 
to deal with the September 11 attacks, the U.S. military initiative in Afghanistan, 
the pending war in Iraq, U.S. tension with North Korea, and President Bush’s 
domestic agenda.
Top performer: In his high-pressure position, Fleischer has earned high praise for 
his stoic demeanor and strong composure before an insistent media. As former 
Clinton press secretary Joe Lockhart said, “If you can avoid making yourself the 
story and reflect the President’s beliefs, you’ve done a good job. And so far he’s 
done that.”
Wow, you’re really 
goodlooking.
You look sofamiliar: twins reunited after 20 year separation
Two college students from New York 
City and Long Island recently discovered 
they were not quite as unique as they 
thought. Adriana Scott was raised Ro­
man Catholic in a suburban Long Island 
home and now attends Adelphi Univer­
sity. Tamara Rabi, raised Jewish in an 
apartment on Manhattan’s Upper West 
Side, is a student at Hofstra University. 
Recently, both girls turned 20 and got the 
unusual present of knowing for the first 
time that they were identical twins. The 
two would not have met if it had not been
that she looked 
exactly like his 
friend Adriana 
Scott. After trad­
ing e-mails the 
girls finally met, 
each equally as­
tonished at their
newfound identical twin. The girls were 
put up for adoption after their birth in 
Guadalajara, Mexico in 1983. Since 
their reunion the girls have become fast 
friends.
for a friend of a friend who showed up 
at Tamara’s birthday party and insisted
Compiled by Peter Smith ’04
Matt Pandolfo ’03
So...how old are you?
Mark Schartner ’04
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Pledge of Allegiance in 
schools banned in eight states
Foam Investigated
by Mike Speight ’03
World Staff
School children can still say the 
Pledge of Allegiance in school as of 
Tuesday. Judge Alfred T. Goodwin of 
the federal appeals court put a stay on 
the ruling that the Pledge of Allegiance 
is unconstitutional. The court origi­
nally ruled in June 2002, that the 
pledge was unconstitutional because it 
includes the words “under God,” which 
may be offensive to some people. The 
offending words were not being struck 
from the pledge; instead, the entire 
pledge was to be banned. The ban on 
the pledge would have affected the nine 
states under its jurisdiction, which are 
Alaska, Hawaii, Washington, Oregon, 
California, Nevada, Arizona, Montana, 
and Idaho This area includes 9.6 mil­
lion students. The ban was to take af­
fect on Monday, March 10.
The stay has been granted after 
President Bush’s request for the court 
to reconsider their ruling was refused. 
Attorney General John Ashcroft had 
stated that he will likely recommend 
the case to the Supreme court. In a 
statement he released to the press, he 
stated: “The Justice Department will 
spare no effort to preserve the rights 
of all citizens to pledge allegiance to 
the American flag. We will defend the 
ability of Americans to declare their 
patriotism through the time honored 
tradition of voluntarily reciting the 
pledge.”
Other politicians had voiced their 
opposition to the new ruling. The gov­
ernor of California, Gray Davis, de­
clared that: “At the start of every Court 
session, the Supreme Court invokes 
God’s blessing. So does the House of 
Representative, surely the Supreme 
Court will permit school children to 
invoke God’s name while reciting the 
Pledge of Allegiance.”
The controversy started when an 
atheist, Michael Newdon, sued the Elk 
Grove school district in California on 
the behalf of his second-grade daugh­
ter. He claimed that her rights were 
violated because she was forced to lis-
School children can still say 
the Pledge of Allegiance in 
California.
ten to the Pledge of Allegiance. His case 
was dismissed at first, but it was heard 
again on appeal and it was declared un­
constitutional on the grounds that it vio­
lated the proscription against state spon­
sored religion.
This week, the superintendent of Elk 
Grove School District, Dave Gordon, 
has asked the Ninth Circuit Court to 
place the ban on hold for his district until 
an appeal is heard. If his request is de­
nied, he will substitute other patriotic 
messages for the pledge.
The Ninth Circuit is based in San 
Francisco, and has a reputation as one 
of the most liberal courts in the United 
States. "
The words “under God” were origi­
nally added in 1954 as a reaffirmation 
of American religion in the face of So­
viet atheism. The Supreme Court has 
ruled against public worship in the past. 
In 1992, it decided that prayer at high 
school graduations was unconstitu­
tional. Last June, the Senate passed a 
resolution 99-0 against the court’s rul­
ing, and asked the senate’s counsel to 
intervene in the matter. A poll taken at 
the time indicated that over 90% of 
Americans approved of the Pledge of 
Allegiance.
continued from page 7
ask the jury for at least $1 million per 
victim.
Meanwhile, the Providence Journal 
reported on Monday that inspectors never 
reported seeing the highly flammable and 
possibly illegal foam covering the walls 
of a nightclub and noted the possibility 
the inspections were botched. More than 
60 pages covering three years of fire and 
safety inspections did not mention the 
egg-crate packaging material employees 
say was installed as soundproofing in 
2000.
West WarwickTown Manager 
Wolfgang Bauer could not say why the 
foam wasn't noted in the reports. "They 
either didn't see it or it wasn't there. Those 
are the two possibilities," Bauer said.' )
According to Paul Vanner, the club's 
stage manager and sound engineer, he 
claimed the foam had been in place since 
2000. According to one attorney neither 
www.thecowl.com
Varner nor the club’s owners knew the 
material was dangerous. The foam was 
put into the club by owners Michael and 
Jeffrey Derderian as sound insulation, 
due to neighbor complaints that music 
from The Station was too loud. This 
sound proof is known as polyurethane, 
which experts say burns like gasoline. 
The foam is believed to be a key part of 
the investigation into the Feb. 20 fire 
sparked by the pyrotechnics display of 
the band Great White. Flames raced up 
soundproofing behind and above the. 
stage and roared through the club in mere 
minutes.
Aram DerManouelian, president of 
American Foam Co., which sold the 
foam to the club, did not immediately 
return a call from the Associated Press. 
He has said the club bought the cheap­
est material available, and that the com­
pany only sold foam designed for pack­
aging.
Sources: AP, CNN, Providence Journal
It’s a small WORLD after all.
The World Section is looking for writers! Pick up an 
application in Slavin 104. We look forward to working 
with you in upcoming issues.
Know your Boundaries
brought to you by STEP 1:
For a Safe Spring Break:
* KNOW that friendship means taking 
care of each other
* KNOW where your drink has 
been
* KNOW that you can 
call a taxi for a 
safe ride home
* KNOW that you have the power to 
make responsible decisions 
source: Bacchus and Gamma
BACKPACK BASICS
Health Tip from The Student Health Center
What are you: an exlamation point or a question mark? 
If your backpack is too heavy, you might be slouched over 
like a question mark (?), rather than upright like 
an exclamation point (!)
Doctors worry that bulky backpacks can harm young 
muscles and bones. Here are some tips on the right way to 
pack and wear a backpack.
■ Load the heaviest items closest to your back.
■ Arrange the books and materials so they won’t slide around 
inside.
■ A backpack shouldn’t weigh more than 15 percent of your 
body weight. (For example, a 100-pound person should 
not have a backpack weighing more than 15 pounds.)
■ Adjust the straps so that the pack fits snugly against your 
back. The bottom of the pack should rest in the curve of 
your lower back. It should never rest more than four inches 
below your waist.
Source: American Occupational Therapy Association
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MAKE A FAMILY COMMUNICATIONS PLAN
In the months since September 11th, 2001. 
we have all witnessed a powerful resurgence of 
the American spirit. But now, in a climate of new 
threats, it's clear that patriotism alone Is not 
enough. We must also learn to protect ourselves 
and our families against future terrorist attacks.
There are three steps toward readiness. 
These steps are fairly simple and inexpensive. 
And they work
MAKE AH EMERGENCY SUPPLY KIT
In a sturdy container like a plastic trash can or 
duffel bag, pack the items you and your family may 
need in an emergency.
Your kit should contain 72-hours‘ worth pf 
supplies: A gallon of water per person, per 'day. A 
three-day supply of non-perishable food. A first-aid 
kit. Prescription and non-prescription medicines. 
Flashlight, extra batteries, scissors, plastic sheet­
ing, duct tape Also, a battery-powered radio is 
essential. Be sure to write down the frequencies 
of radio stations in your area that will broadcast 
emergency announcements.
It's also helpful to Have a second, smaller kit 
with a few essential items, something you can
If your family knows where to go and what to 
do in an emergency, they’ll save time and remain 
calm, Here’s what your plan should contain: The 
nemo and phone number of out-of-state relatives to 
contact. I Long-distance calling may be easier than 
local calling.} A family meeting place near your 
home and another one away' from the neighbor­
hood An evacuation plan using alternative routes, 
A designated room in your house in case authori- 
.ties instruct you to ’'shelter-in-place,'*
BE INFORMED
If there's a terrorist attack on your city, local 
authorities will broadcast information as quickly ss 
possible concerning the nature of the emergency 
and what you should do next. Be sure to keep 
listening for updates. What can you do right new? 
Get information, educate yourself and your family. 
For mom details on emergency preparedness, 
visit our website at wvwready.gov. Or get a free 
brochure by calling 1-800-BE-REAOY,
YOU'VE FLOWN THE FLAG. NOW WHAT?
grab in a hurry m case you’re asked to leave your 
home for a tew days.
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Catholic education collides with discussion:
Dominican Friars avoid gray area
by Mike Raia ’05
Asst. Commentary Editor
There’s a joke about a Jesuit and a 
Dominican encountering the birth of 
Christ. The punch line to this over-told 
“G-rated” attempt at humor is the Jesuit 
asking Joseph, “So, where ya thinkin’ of 
sending the kid to 
FAITH & school?”
ACADEMICS This joke, which
- is meant to embel­
lish the claim that the Jesuits are “not 
Catholic” or merely interested in tuition 
money, relays a broader truth about the 
Society of Jesus and the Order of Preach­
ers. The joke, along with those claiming 
that the Jesuit order is out of touch with 
Catholicism, minimizes the importance 
of the non-judgmental education most 
Jesuit institutions provide and under­
mines their place within the Catholic 
community.
Providence College is the only Do­
minican college in the United States run 
by Friars (compared to 23 Jesuit univer­
sities and colleges). The Friars have a 
very obvious presence on campus. With 
“Let’s go Friars” chants at the Dunk, the 
Friar’s Club showing off the College, 
and standing-room only at Sunday Mass, 
no prospective student can overlook the 
influence of the faith at PC. For some, 
as was the case with me (yes, the same 
columnist who once wrote an article 
titled “Pope taints Holy Water by pro­
tecting priests” and defended abortion’s 
legality), the Catholic tradition at PC is 
a selling point for the College.
Simply put, the Church’s track record 
of providing quality education cannot be 
disputed. The advantages of including 
academic courses about the religion af­
filiated with these schools gives students 
(most of who are assumed to be Catho­
lic) a better understanding of their faith. 
But what if a student’s understanding 
dissents from the Church’s teaching, as 
happens to many students (again, I in­
clude myself) when they encounter dog­
matic teaching at PC (or any Catholic 
university)?
"----------------------
The Dominican philosophy at 
PC is all black and white 
(ironically, the official colors of 
the College).
Looking at the curriculum of Provi­
dence College and most Jesuit institutes, 
one would likely see a similar liberal arts 
program that requires classes in philoso­
phy, social sciences, and theology, 
among other courses. A difference, 
though, is in the offered theology 
courses. Prior to this year, PC had no 
“world religion” courses offered in the 
day school (there are courses available 
in the School of Continuing Education). 
Jesuit colleges and universities, on the 
other hand, have been offering world 
religion courses for a good while. More­
over, many of these institutions will 
count these non-Catholic classes toward 
students! theology core requirements. 
PC, refusing to acknowledge the impor­
tance of broadening one’s religious un­
derstanding past the traditional bound­
aries of Catholicism instilled on most PC 
students since before they could walk, 
will only let this class be used as a free 
elective, thus giving little incentive for 
students to take an otherwise challeng­
ing and intriguing course.
More important than the course se­
lection at various Jesuit universities is
A Jesuit Church in Lucerne, 
Switzerland, is one of many beauti­
ful buildings the Jesuit order has 
built in its history. The Jesuits and 
Dominicans have been involved in a 
loving rivalry for centuries.
their academic philosophy, which cen­
ters on the discussion of opinions and 
creates a friendly atmosphere for self and 
peer education. My high school, a Jesuit 
institution in Washington, D.C., required 
religion courses, as any Catholic high 
school ought to. Rather than forcing stu­
dents to memorize catechism and study 
obscure, irrelevant theologians, these 
classes thrived on both the pondering and 
objecting questions of the faith (after 
studying several original sources of ma­
terial)—even if that debate clashed with 
Catholic doctrine and dogma.
The Dominican philosophy at PC, 
though, is much more black and white 
(ironically, the official colors of the Col­
lege). The Development of Western Civi­
lization program, which to its credit is 
less heavy-handed than the 12 credits of 
catechistic theology required by the Col­
lege before the creation of Civ, lectures 
on the Catholic faith and the controver­
sial history of the Church without offer­
ing a forum for dissenting opinions. Yes, 
there are weekly seminar groups, but 
these discussions rarely involve opined 
discussion, taking away the opportunity 
for students to hear their peers’ opinions 
and shape their personal beliefs.
Many have accused the Jesuits, be­
cause of their utilization of open dia­
logues, of not being faithful to Catholic 
tradition. (Others have universalized the 
isolated incidents of stupidity by select 
members of the order, i.e. Rev. U.S. Rep. 
Robert Drinan, S.J., who once wrote in 
favor of infanticide.) However, critics of 
the Jesuits fail to acknowledge their mis­
sionary work and Christian service (the 
academic Jesuit motto is “Building Men 
for Others”) after surviving a rigorous 
process for ordination into the priest­
hood—a JO-year process, including 
three years of theology (culminating in 
a Master’s degree) and at least one year 
of divinity (a bachelor’s degree). Where, 
then, does the accusation of “lost Ca­
tholicism” come from? That’s a question 
left for the ages.
PC is the lone Dominican academic 
voice in a loud room filled with Jesuits. 
The focus on traditional Catholic teach­
ing is necessary (if not obligated) at a 
Catholic institute. However, the Friars 
should listen to the boisterous discussion 
among Jesuit students and embrace the 
outlet of religious questioning.
If PC doesn’t answer its students’ 
doubting questions, how long will they 
go unanswered?
Vaginas lose sense of self in Monologues
by Stephanie Pietros ’04 
Commentary Staff
I must admit, I approach the subject of the Vagina 
Monologues with great trepidation. Why this 
hesitancy? No. it is not because I am ashamed to talk 
about vaginas, or less reductively, female sexuality, as 
the Monologues seems to imply 
FEMINISM that women generally are. 
ON CAMPUS Instead, I do not want to give 
the impression that because I 
find fault with the Monologues themselves, I do not 
support the explicit mission of the Vagina Monologues 
and “V-Day.” I could not agree more that stopping 
violence against women throughout the world is an 
admirable, and necessary, cause. Rape, incest, genital 
mutilation and domestic violence must all be stopped, 
and to that end The Vagina Monologues is right on in 
its quest to raise awareness and money.
Stories about the inhuman treatment of women in 
Afghanistan, Yugoslavia, and even in our own country 
in scenes like “Under the Burqa,” “My Vagina Was 
My Village,” and “Crooked Braid” were truly eye­
opening. The female students who acted these 
monologues portrayed their respective roles with 
expression and empathy.
The same quality of acting can be said of all the 
monologues, in fact. The effort that went into the 
production is apparent, and is in itself commendable. 
And yet, undercutting the good and noble purpose of 
the Vagina Monologues is the fact that while.attempting 
to empower and elevate women, they implicitly present 
a very limited view of female sexuality and thus of 
females themselves.
Throughout the production, a woman’s very 
personhood is equated with her vagina. The idea that 
the vagina is “who you are” is constantly reiterated. 
This doctrine is especially evident in the monologue 
“The Vagina Workshop,” where the woman discusses 
her attempt to give herself an orgasm, noting that when
JOHN ENGLISHMEN ’03/The Cowl
Sarah Whelan ’03 delivers one of the 
Vagina Monologues Monday night in the 
Feinstein Center. The performance was sup­
ported by eight academic departments.
she finally does, she discovers that her clitoris was 
“the essence of me.”
How very sad that a woman’s whole person—her 
heart, mind, and soul—should be reduced to a part of 
her sexual anatomy. Indeed, a woman’s sexuality is 
a very real and integral part of her person. Human 
sexuality in general is a beautiful and fruitful thing; 
sex is a life-giving act which results from the unity of 
man and woman. And contrary to the deriding remark, 
“we all know Christians don’t have vaginas,” in the 
monologue “Vagina-Friendly Map,” human sexuality is 
not viewed negatively in its proper context by either the 
Catholic Church, nor by any organized Christian church 
of which I am aware. The last monologue, “I Was There 
In The Room,” somehow intimates this positive view 
of human sexuality as seen in the beauty of childbirth, 
and yet there is sadly a missing partner to all the sex 
talk in the Monologues—namely, love.
Instead the Vagina Monologues employs sexually 
explicit language and crassness that is really not any 
more shocking than prime-time television’s celebration 
of a woman’s sexuality for its ability to be personally 
gratifying. I will concede, there are decidedly funny 
moments. Particularly, the skit “My Angry Vagina,” 
which discusses the typical female traumas of tampons 
and gynecological exams, as well as the skit “I was 12, 
My Mother Slapped Me,” which discusses learning 
about or experiencing menstruation for the first time, 
are generally light-hearted and humorous, hearkening 
to a time of slumber parties and “girl talk.”
Yet, underneath the humor, the Vagina Monologues 
nonetheless exalt women as sexual beings. It is 
interesting how men are derided—rightly so—for 
viewing women as mere sexual objects. And yet, to 
some extent, this is what is being done in the Vagina 
Monologues. Women seem to be viewed solely in a 
sexual context.
In the monologue “Intersex,” there is discussion of 
women who are born without nornTal female genitalia. 
This scene emphasizes that a woman is a real woman 
with or without a vagina: and yet I thought that according 
to the Monologues, as a woman, my vagina is who 1 am, 
and that my clitoris is the essence of me? I agree with 
the woman in “The Vagina Workshop” who said when 
she was asked to describe her vagina that this is a 
“reductive and awkward” way to view women.
c The CowlOMMENTARY
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Tangents and Tirades 
This is it. The last issue of The Cowl for almost three 
weeks (actually, it’s exactly three weeks until the next 
issue). Read this week’s Tangents in between packing for 
spring break and cramming for that last midterm.
Two pina coladas and a week full of tests As counterintuitive as it may seem, 
I like the fact that everybody gets bombarded with a million tests the week before 
spring break. It has to happen at some point, so why not now? It not only makes 
spring break all the more enjoyable, but it allows you to somehow justify the 
nonchalance with which you throw away every cent you have in fits of hedonistic 
excess (in other words, you can say, “I’ve had a rough week, I not only deserve this, 
it is my duty to do so”). I only wish it could somehow be arranged on Friday for me 
to be handed a pink-umbrella drink as I walk out of Harkins and directly on to a 
plane. —John McHugh ’03
It’s all in the name The United Nations may become irrelevant after unilateral 
action is taken by the United States in Iraq. Future inspection campaigns will become 
a laughing matter to offending countries (Iraq) and nations pushing for conflict (the 
United States). However, the U.N. will leave us, in its farewell tour, with one of the 
coolest names ever given to a real-life person: Hans Blix. Come on, bear with me 
for a minute: doesn’t that name sound like it’s straight out of a Star Wars movie? 
When I pick up the New York Times, every time I read the words “Hans Blix,” I 
picture a man from the future with a Terminator-esque attitude. Is there any way 
that I can make Raia sound cool? —Mike Raia ’05
Old clothes for double the price Having found myself privy recently to the 
newest Abercrombie spring catalogue, I continue to marvel incredulously at the 
line titled “Abercrombie Vintage.” If you think that the Impressionist style still-life 
on the cover is a return to a more genteel manner of dress, think again. All “Vintage” 
means is that Abercrombie has decided to charge their typically outrageous prices 
for clothes, only now they are faded, ripped and patched. So basically, you can get 
a pair of denim shorts, ripped, faded, and patched—and might I add barely longer 
than a normal person’s derriere—for 50 bucks. What a bargain!
—Stephanie Pietros ’04
Res Life won’t let us stand by our ice men You should be well aware that our 
men’s hockey team is on a hot streak. The team went undefeated in February and is 
now ranked 13th in the National Division I polls as well as fourth in Hockey East 
standings. Yet after all our team has gone through to get home ice for Hockey East 
Quarterfinals this coming Thursday, Friday and Saturday against Boston University, 
PC’s Resident Life Staff is not approving housing requests for students who would 
like to stay to support our men’s hockey team. Residence Life is in effect 
discouraging students from going to the games. What a disgrace! Our hockey team 
has had some trouble getting students to attend games regularly throughout the 
season, and now our very own school is denying students the ability to stay an extra 
night to support our team as they venture closer to the finals. All I want to do is stay 
and support my team; however, Residence Life won’t let me and my fellow 
classmates do this. —Nora E. Cassidy ’05, Photography Staff
Online Poll Results
Poll for the 2/27 issue: “Do you think PC students 
have a drinking problem?”
Yes, the debauchery is getting out of control.
(37%, 38 votes)
The problem is no worse at PC than it is at other 
schools.
(41%, 43 votes)
No, a few drinks after a long week have never hurt anyone.
(22%, 23 votes)
Poll current as of Wednesday 4 p.m.
Vote on this issue’s poll at www.thecowl.com: “Do you think open discussion 
should be a central component of PC theology classes?”
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As spring break approaches, both PC 
students and Providence locals make the 
proper arrangements.
by Dustin Kahoud ’04
Letters to the Editor
College funds pay for non-Catholic Shuttle
The administration’s decision not to 
allow any college funds to promote or 
support the Vagina Monologues is based 
on Catholic teachings. It has been made 
clear in your letter that Providence 
College’s choice has come from the no­
tion that the Vagina Monologues do not 
represent the intellectual, social, moral, 
and spiritual values represented within 
Catholic tradition.
One can clearly conclude that Provi­
dence College would only allow its 
money to be spent on morally and ethi­
cally valued projects. Perhaps you can 
explain the new RIPTA/Shuttle system? 
Why is it incredibly easy to find a 
shuttle to any club within the convenient
neighborhood, but getting to commu­
nity service is impossible? When will 
the College understand that the devel­
opment of ethics and values informed 
by the teachings of Catholicism and the 
Dominican Order are NOT being dis­
cussed at Brad’s?
The Vagina Monologues can be a 
form of healing, something that you 
stated has Christian roots. But aside 
from that it can provide you with some 
necessary information. How many of 
these women are talking about on-cam­
pus abuse and assaults? Perhaps you 
should look at this as a way for you to 
make some necessary and long-awaited 
changes. I’ll see you there.
Racheal D’Ambrosia ’03
Drinking not professors’ responsibility, either
I was very interested to read about 
the psychology department’s study of 
drinking at PC as presented in the article 
“Drinking not just students’ problem” 
in the Feb. 27 issue of The Cowl. 
However, I must voice my objection to 
the researchers’ suggestion that classes 
be made more interesting and 
challenging so that students are more
Friendly face wishes all well 
I wish to take this opportunity to 
congratulate all of you on your 
upcoming graduation, hoping that your 
futures will be full of happiness and 
prosperity. I wish to thank personally 
all of you who have brought me love, 
kindness, lots of laughs, and for filling 
that empty hole in my heart. I have had 
some very great moments learning from 
you. Wishing all of you—lots of love 
and happiness.
Margaret in Slavin
motivated to go to class and therefore 
decide to drink less. I’m certainly not 
saying that classes should be boring— 
one of the primary responsibilities of a 
teacher is to convey information 
effectively. So teachers should consider 
reasonable and appropriate measures to 
keep students’ interest. That being said, 
however, education is a two-way 
street—students bear the responsibility 
of putting forth their best effort in class, 
no matter how interesting or bon ng the 
teacher is. So I cannot see why a 
professor should change anything if a 
student goes out and drinks on Thursday 
night because the professor's style of 
lecturing doesn’t encourage the student 
to wake up early on Friday morning to 
go to class. We are adults. We should 
be able to take responsibility for our 
choices, and we certainly don’t need 
figures of authority creating any 
impression to the contrary.
David Scholl ’05
Cowl Letters Policy
The Cowl welcomes guest commentar­
ies and Letters to the Editor from all 
members of the Providence College com­
munity, as well as outside contributors.
All submissions must include the 
writer’s name, signature, and a phone 
number where they can be reached. Ar­
ticles will be printed as space permits. 
Letters should be no more than 250 words 
in length. Guest commentaries should be 
limited to 700 words in length and only 
one will be published per week. The Cowl 
editorial board and its administrative su­
pervisors reserve the right to edit articles 
and letters for space and clarity.
However, if there is a portion you spe­
cifically wish to remain unchanged, please 
inform the Editor-in-Chief. Letters to the
Editor are the opinions of the writer only 
and do not reflect the viewpoint of The 
Cowl staff.
Submissions must be delivered, 
mailed or faxed to The Cowl office no later 
than 5 p.m. on the Monday before publi­
cation. Mail submissions to Box 2981 
Providence, RI 02918, fax to 401-865- 
1202, submit online at www.thecowl.com, 
e-mail to thecowl@providence.edu, or 
hand deliver to The Cowl Office in Slavin 
104. Call 401-865-2214 with any ques­
tions.
Weekly Subscription Rate is $25.00 per 
year by mail. Student subscription is 
INCLUDED IN TUITION FEE. CORRESPONDENCE 
CAN BE MAILED DIRECTLY TO : THE COWL, 
Providence College, Providence, Rhode 
 Island 02918.
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CBSNEWS.COM
Saddam Hussein sits with CBS’s Dan Rather on Feb. 24 for his first 
interview with an American journalist in more than a decade.
Saddam interview 
won’t fix his image
American indifference 
leads to violence
by Caitlin Ford ’05
Commentary Staff
IRAQ
On Feb. 24, Dan Rather interviewed 
Saddam Hussein for CBS News. The 
dictator appeared in a three-piece suit 
instead of his usual 
military garb,
immediately displacing 
the picture of him that
Americans love to hate. Throughout the 
interview Saddam made frequent 
references to Allah, to his dedication to 
his compliance with the U.N., and to his 
love for Iraq and its people. However, 
Hussein is known to employ terroristic 
methods, such as gassing, when dealing 
with dissenters among his own people, 
and his state is run in a totalitarian 
manner. Saddam obviously used the 
interview, his first public media 
appearance in 12 years, to gain sympathy 
for himself and his country. He appealed 
especially to Muslims throughout the 
world, including America, and presented 
an argument that would decrease the 
already low support for a war in his 
country.
Saddam Hussein mentioned Allah 
and his religious position numerous 
times in the-interview. For instance, 
when asked if he feared being killed or 
captured in an American-led attack, he 
replied, “Whatever Allah decides. We 
are believers. We believe in what he 
decides. There is no value in any life 
without imam, without faith.” He 
answered many other questions 
similarly, always that he would accept 
whatever Allah accepts because it would 
be “in the service of the people.”
These religious undertones, however, 
are not reflected in Saddam’s 
government. While claiming that his 
comrades who are now government 
officials began their “freedom fighting” 
with him with the same strong Muslim 
background and belief, the 
administration they now run is almost 
completely secular, and Hussein seems 
to have no interest in giving religion a 
greater role. The frequent references to 
God and to his religious background 
were clearly meant to gain Hussein 
sympathy from his fellow Muslims and 
Arabs.
It is because his government is not 
religious, however, that Saddam Hussein 
can most likely honestly say that his 
country has no ties to Osama bin Laden 
or al Qaeda. While both support pan­
Arab interests, the officials of Iraq do 
not hold the extreme religious 
convictions that bin Laden favors.
However, trying to dismiss this seqular 
image, Hussein claims in the interview 
that American officials only recently 
brought forth this accusation because 
they realized that Iraq does not have the 
weapons of mass destruction, those 
capable of chemical or biological 
attacks, that they were first charged with 
holding. This statement is almost 
certainly false, but it allowed Hussein to 
appear entirely innocent of all the alleged 
crimes that the United States has charged 
Iraq of, therefore making any military 
action appear unjust.
Finally, Hussein spoke of his 
patriotism and his love for his country 
and its people. He claimed that from the 
time he was young he “decided to place 
[himself] to the service” of his people 
and that his country is his first priority. 
He said he would never sacrifice Iraq’s 
independence or the freedom of the 
people. He also asserted that he would 
not accept asylum anywhere, saying, 
“Whoever decides to forsake his nation 
from whoever requests is not true to the 
principles. We will die here...and we 
will maintain our honor.” However, 
Saddam is becoming ever wealthier 
while his people suffer under the U.N. 
embargo. He is far from the great patriot 
he portrays himself as.
"
Despite the horrors that the Iraqi 
people have suffered under their 
current president, they do not 
want a war in their country and 
they do not want to lose their 
Arab identity.
--------------------------
However, these words encouraged 
the Iraqis when the interview was aired 
in that country. Carried on all four 
television channels in the nation, it was 
the first time the people had ever seen 
Hussein questioned directly. Despite the 
horrors that the Iraqi people have 
suffered under their current president, 
they do not want a war in-their country 
and they do not want to lose their Arab 
identity. After the way he appeared on 
60 Minutes II, the people of Iraq support 
the dictator more than ever.
While Dan Rather’s interview with 
Saddam Hussein was informative and 
important as a source of knowledge for 
the American people, the dictator of Iraq 
used it as a tool to gain popularity for 
himself. He used his religious beliefs, 
however great or small they may actually • 
be, to appeal to Muslims throughout the 
world for support. He also claimed 
innocence of violating any U.N. 
resolutions and maintained that he truly 
hoped for peace for the sake of the people 
of Iraq, but that if they were attacked he 
, would stand by them. Saddam Hussein 
attempted to appeal to most audiences 
in the interview, especially those from 
whom he could gain support most easily. 
The truth or falsity of his statements may 
be argued, but the cunning with which 
Hussein answered the questions posed 
to him is indubitable.
by Sasha Gillin ’04
Commentary Staff
In the past year, namely since the 
Sept. 11 attacks, the United States has 
undergone a process of patriotic soul- 
searching, an attempt to 
define just who the 
American people are. It
seems that our identity has been formally 
laid in our unparalleled ability to tick 
other nations off.
IRAQ
Americans all over the country have 
honestly had a hard time understanding 
“why they hate us.” From country 
singers singing about giving everyone a 
good ol’(bum) kicking “the American? 
way” (bullying small nations and killing 
innocent civilians, I assume) to 
Secretaries of States calling prospective 
allies “old-Europe” and cowards, I really 
don’t understand how we can fail to 
grasp the rest of the world’s annoyance 
with the United States.
Many countries have portrayed 
America as the big and strong but 
ultimately very stupid class bully, and 
obviously much of this is uncalled for. 
Yet the media hype of the war against 
terrorism has sunk America into the 
lowest depths of name-calling and 
bullying. Instead of being moral leaders 
in the world by proving our integrity to 
other nations, and thus gaining support 
for our cause, we have instead resorted 
to calling people who disagree with us 
cowards and managed to make 
Americans look like sore losers.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Militarily, the United States 
does not really need the support 
of France of Germany, so our 
leaders don’t really care whether 
we insult them or not.
--------------------------"
It is namely the misuse of language 
that has put America in this position. It 
is wrong to assume that those nations 
who do not want to attack Iraq 
unprovoked are cowards and aligned 
with the terrorists. It is basically agreed 
by all nations that Saddam Hussein is a 
threat and needs to be removed. Whether 
this can be done peacefully or only by a 
military invasion is the real point of 
disagreement.
The misuse of language points to the 
problematic indifference to the opinions
More Letters
Let the students decide what is representative
I was disappointed by The Cowl’s 
Feb. 27 endorsement of Andrea Essner 
for Student Congress President. Not at 
all because I have anything against 
Andrea Essner, as stated in the article 
both candidates seem amply qualified 
for the job. I was disappointed in your 
supporting her platform as being “more 
representative of Providence College” 
than that of her opponent Chris Nebons. 
Isn’t that the point of the election, for
Retire great PC jerseys
I agree with R.J. Friedman’s “Black 
and White” on retiring Jimmy Walker’s 
jersey. What is up with this? The 
school is always talking about how he 
was the greatest PC player ever and the 
only #1 draft pick from New England.
Yet they have one retired jersey— 
Lenny Wilkens. When’s the last time 
he was even at PC? Come on Friars, 
retire Jimmy’s jersey, Ernie D’s, and 
Murdock’s. It needs to be one.
Greg McCabe 
of other nations on the part of the 
Americans. Militarily, the United States 
does not really need the support of 
France of Germany, so our leaders don’t 
really care whether we insult them or not. 
Yet on the issue of Turkey, American 
leaders are quick to suck up to maintain 
peaceful arrangements because we can 
use their land as bases for troops. Being 
so quick to call anyone not aligned with 
U.S. policy cowards threatens the future 
of any type of European diplomatic 
relationships. America and other nations 
as well need to stop thinking about how 
useful another country’s friendship can 
be, but what it actually means.
Perhaps more problematic than this 
indifference to the opinions of other 
world leaders is the indifference of 
Americans at home. Americans seem to 
have no questions about going to war, 
and whether we are going to win, much 
less if war is the right thing to do at all. 
Media hype about the war, including 
government urges to run to our nearest 
hardware store and stock up on plastic 
sheets and duct tape, has not helped the 
matter. The efforts of White House 
leaders seem to be to divert public 
opinion away from questioning whether 
the situation in Iraq calls for military 
conflict but to simply accept the 
inevitability of war and that there is 
nothing anyone can do about it but “be 
ready.” The government has even set up 
a “Be Ready” website, hotline, TV 
commercials, and billboards—all 
helping to make Americans so terrified 
for their own safety that they will forget 
to think about the possibility that w'e 
mighfin some way be able to stop the 
possibility of an attack from happening 
in the first place. Despite the “Be 
Ready,” not terrified, message from Tom 
Ridge and our friends at the Department 
of Homeland Security, the effort has so 
far only served to make Americans fear 
for their lives.
I am not saying that Americans will 
not be the target of terrorist attacks and 
we should feel immune to the possibility 
that our security could be threatened in 
any way. But our indifference to the rest 
of the world is what gets the United 
States in situations like these in the first 
place. Americans need to understand 
that while patriotism is fine, belittling 
other nations because they do not agree 
with us does not help our cause and 
instead adds to the dissent against us.
Providence College to choose what is 
representative of them? By declaring 
what is and is not representative of the 
College before the election seems to 
undermine its very purpose.
Also, you praise Nebons, for his 
“spirit” but denounce his plans as, 
again, unrepresentative of the College. 
It is an unfortunate fact that the 
administration, who’s responsibility it 
is to listen to the students, does not 
always fulfill that responsibility. In 
these situations, sometimes sit-ins and 
other radical methods are the only way 
to actually get their attention. They are 
not stunts pulled merely to be “fun and 
noticeable.”
Maybe a little radical spirit is just what 
PC needs. Maybe tfie reason that PC 
students are generally so apathetic 
towards college politics is because 
traditional politics hasn’t produced the 
results that they want. Maybe some 
slight radicalism is representative of 
the college. Maybe not. But that’s what 
the election is to decide.
Jaimie Dougherty
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Feminists verbally traffic women’s sexuality
by Juliette Paul ’05 
Commentary Staff
Logically speaking, God is a feminist. 
After all, the story says He made women 
and said they were pretty darn good. If 
God could write this article, I bet He 
would say: “I love women, every part of 
them, and I want them to celebrate their 
femininity and unique nature.”
First of all, may the Man himself 
forgive me for putting words into His 
mouth. Secondly, if you are not already 
offended by the serious mention of the 
“G” word in a newspaper named after a 
Dominican habit, please disregard my 
reference to “God” as a Man. I realize 
I’ve stepped onto a dangerous limb by 
writing so apolitically.
Ironically, the same persons who 
believe Catholic colleges and institutions 
esteem God as “The Eternal Chauvinist” 
are the same persons who debase 
femininity by making a big show of it. 
Demanding retributions for slight and 
slander against womanhood is 
honorable, but not via profane 
exploitation of women’s body parts. 
Verbal and physical abuse of vaginas are 
similarly horrific. True respect for 
women is often manipulated to leave a 
world audience disgusted at the outcome.
Sex traffickers are perhaps the most 
blatant manipulators of women’s 
sexuality. Last week. Attorney General 
John Ashcroft entreated help from 
foreign governments to halt the sex trade. 
Federal attorneys are prosecuting a 
record number of sex trafficking cases 
in preparation for the State Department’s 
third annual Trafficking in Persons 
Report this spring. The State 
Department estimates that about four
ap photo
Attorney General John Ashcroft, shown here at a conference with the 
American Society of Newspaper Editors, recently condemned international 
sex trafficking.
million women and children are taken 
each year and sold as sex slaves. 50,000 
are brought into the United States to 
unwillingly fuel the $7 billion trans­
national prostitution industry.
What do 50,000 sex slaves in the 
United States have to do with godly 
respect versus ungodly disrespect for 
vaginas?
There is more than one way to 
disrespect a woman. In the past two 
years, 36 sex traffickers convicted in the 
United States have pretended to respect 
their victims to disrespect them. The 
stories of former women sex slaves are 
consistent. Each woman was charmed 
with compliments on her beauty and 
intelligence, and was offered great career 
opportunities for the future, in order to 
convince her to follow sex traffickers 
into underground brothels. Do not be 
deceived into thinking that these women 
are CEOs of major corporations. These 
women were victims of violence and the 
respect cunning pimps gave them was 
just what they needed.
These are the women feminists seek 
to liberate. Seek is the operative word. 
Unfortunately, the general consensus 
among men and wofnen alike is that 
vagina-fests hosted by feminist 
propagandists dishonor women sex 
slaves, whose vaginas have been 
severely disgraced, rather than redeem 
them. No one puts down the book, 
passes by the flier, or walks out of the 
theater feeling any more sympathetic to 
the feminist cause than they would in the 
first place. Radical feminism’s world­
wide uproar led by peeved women, some 
of whom have never come close to 
sexual harassment, to “celebrate” the 
enslavement and mutation of another 
woman in a third world country is three 
steps away from verbal harrassment. If 
a person on-looking the feminist rage can 
feel misrepresented, embarrassed, and 
disrespected, I wonder if the Cambodian 
sex slave supposedly righted would feel 
any better about herself.
------------------------------------
The State Department estimates 
that about four million women 
and children are taken each year 
and sold as sex slaves.
-------------------------------- „
Any sort of disrespect to women’s 
reproductive body parts or the name of 
womanhood in general constitutes a sub­
category of sex trafficking. Extreme 
feminists are in league with sex 
traffickers when they seek to “save” 
women’s sexuality by verbally raping 
vaginas of all the beauty and true 
procreative power that God enabled 
them with. There is a respecting way to 
redeem women who have been raped and 
wronged. Exploiting the names of 
women’s reproductive parts is an 
subversive and undignified way toward 
reparation and liberation.
Logically speaking, God loves 
vaginas. After all, he made them. But I 
highly doubt he made them to be 
verbally trafficked.
MOVE TO
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PCACI’s special guests
Despite an enthusiastic audience, the PC A Cappella 
Invitational leaves some PC groups hitting hard notes
WACK
PCACI 
by Kelly Mack ’04 
Asst. A&E Editor
Everyone knows Special Guest. The 
first of the Providence College a cappella 
groups and the foundation for the two- 
year-old A Cappella Club (which also 
includes Anaclastic and Strictly 
Speaking), the all­
male group gets 
around. You’ve seen 
them on the steps of Ray Hall, you know 
their trademark jerseys, and if you’re 
lucky, they might even have come to 
your door to serenade you around 
Valentine’s Day. Special Guest’s 
popularity may even give them points 
for a cappella quality in some people’s 
books—but this past weekend’s WACKI 
PCACI (Providence College A Cappella 
Invitational) might change all that, 
having given PC students a measuring 
stick against which to compare their 
favorite group.
That measuring stick came in the 
form of guest groups like the Uconn 
Chordials, Brown Ursa Minors, and 
BU’s In Acord. Tufts sQ! was the last 
non-PC group to perform at the PCACI, 
and was by far the best group of the 
night. Made up of five women and five 
men, the group knew each other’s voices 
well, their harmonies were tight, and 
their stage presence, although not high 
in activity, was focused and audience­
centered. Their set was the shortest, with 
only three songs (varying in style from 
Dusty Springfield’s “Son of a Preacher 
Man” to Hoobastank’s “Running 
Away”), yet was the strongest and 
cleanest performance of any group. 
Their concern was clearly with quality, 
and the results were fantastic—with 
voice-appropriate songs and a group 
dynamic, sQ! did everything right.
Unfortunately, sQl’s strength left 
some of PC’s groups flat. Strictly 
Speaking, PC’s co-ed a cappella group, 
was the evening’s antithesis of sQ!. The 
group did a six-song set, among the 
longest of the performances. They 
opened their performance with 
Blackstreet’s “No Diggity,” which, while 
a high-energy crowd-pleaser, seemed 
disorganized. Unfortunately, that 
disorganization was a theme throughout
KRISTIN ELLIS 05/The Cowl
Tufts University
A range of notes: PC’s Anaclastic (far top) stands strong at the WACKI 
PCACI, while guest groups like Tufts sQ! (above) raised the bar.
Strictly Speaking’s performance. With 
the exception of Tonic’s “You Wanted 
More,” Strictly Speaking was never a 
cohesive group—the harmonies on the 
chorus of Vertical Horizon’s “Everything 
You Want” fell apart; R.E.M.’s 
Everybody Hurts,” while a moving 
tribute to the lead singer’s father, was 
vocally unimpressive; and the Bryan 
Adams/DJ Sammy mix of “We’re in 
Heaven, while bolstered by glow sticks, 
also didn t show off the talent of the 
group as a whole. The other co-ed group, 
Boston University’s In Achord, can also 
be grouped with Strictly Speaking for 
their weaknesses. Their choreography 
not only lacked energy, but also seemed 
more of a focus than their music; the 
songs often seemed to lose quality as a 
result. This group, however, could still 
offer a lesson to Strictly Speaking— 
focus less on movement and more on 
combining vocals.
PC’s all-female Anaclastic, on the 
other hand, proved to be at its best—not 
quite at the level of sQ!, but definitely 
the best of PC’s performances. Their 
rendition of Sister Act’s “Hail Holy 
Queen” brought the house down. The 
group, with fewSr members than last 
year, was among the best performers of 
the entire night, with tight harmonies, a 
sense of cohesion, and a balanced mix 
of music and performance including 
breaking out bandanas and a leopard hat 
•for Shania Twain’s “Any Man of Mine.
Anaclastic, although they performed 
third, was the first group of the night to 
raise the bar, showing us that a small 
group can sound even better than a large 
group if each person blends well and 
knows her part. The UConn Chordials 
and the Brown University Ursa Minors, 
the two other all-female groups, offered 
similar performances to Anaclastic, with 
different musical styles and variations on 
choreography. However, no group, no 
matter how talented, garnered as much 
attention or admiration as...
Special Guest. The group everyone 
seemed to be waiting to see went last, 
and began their performance with a 
member-by-member introduction, each 
one running onto the stage to raucous 
applause. The entire performance 
followed that pattern, all six of Special 
Guest’s songs almost matched at 
moments by catcalls and applause from 
the audience—particularly from the 
female members of the audience. In 
reality, some of the songs were good and 
some were mediocre, and none of them 
worth the fanfare they got as a result of 
the group’s popularity. The high points 
included Craig David’s “Walking Away” 
and a “Just My Imagination/My Girl” 
Medley, while the group was weak in the 
lead on 112’s “Only You” and the 
harmony on Boyz II Men’s “I Do.” The 
group was also missing a member of its 
10-man group for the performance, 
possibly adding to the fact that parts. 
didn’t blend as well as they should have.
In fact, the night as a whole wasn’t 
as great as it could have been. There 
was a good selection of groups and 
healthy representation of other schools’ 
a cappella talent, but at three hours, the 
event ran way too long. Even if the 
group was good (and especially if they 
weren’t), the performances became 
tedious once they got to the fourth (or 
fifth, or sixth) song. Sitting or standing 
in a packed McPhail’s through such a 
long event is almost unheard of. While 
the A Cappella Club should be 
commended for gaining attendance, they 
should also limit the length of the show 
next year. One more reason for the 
length was the half-hour opening 
performance by Rejects on the Rise, 
PC’s improv group. While the show got 
laughs from those who could hear the 
actors (which was probably less than half 
of the crowd), it didn’t seem relevant to 
the rest of the night—why an improv 
performance at an a cappella show? 
Exposure for the improv group couldn’t 
have been better than at this event, but 
an a cappella invitational is not the venue 
for other, non-music-related groups.
The other detraction from the night 
was Special Guest itself. While the 
group is popular, even Todd Stigliano 
’03, musical director of Special Guest, 
admits that they’ve “been better 
musically” than they were at the PCACI. 
The group gets most of the PC 
community’s a cappella attention, 
possibly because they were the first a 
cappella group to be formed and founded 
the A Cappella Club. The Special Guest 
that exists today, however, is different 
from the Special Guest of even last year. 
In Stigliano’s words, “the dynamic of the 
group has changed” without the music 
majors they once had, and today’s 
Special Guest is “riding on the coattails 
of past groups.” The loss of these music 
majors shows in the group’s 
arrangements of songs—often it sounds 
as if each member is singing his part for 
all he’s worth, but no one blends very 
well with anyone else. The lack of 
leaders with knowledge of musical 
structure and arrangement hurts any a 
cappella group, and perhaps Special 
Guest is lacking those leaders. PC’s 
music department makes it no secret that 
it does not support a cappella activities 
for its students, and that fact could be 
discouraging to potential A Cappella 
Club members who could improve the 
quality of the groups.
The fanfare that surrounded Special 
Guest at the PCACI just goes to show 
that the efforts intended by the formation 
of the A Cappella Club—mainly to make 
the three groups work together instead 
of competing with each other—are 
failing. With four senior members of 
Special Guest graduating this year, the 
group will need to rebuild itself all over 
again next year, and maybe it will finally 
stand on its own talents and strengths 
instead of riding on the popularity of its 
past members. Having now seen other 
groups at its invitational, the A Cappella 
Club certainly knows that it should not 
only be working for improvement within 
the club, but within the groups as well— 
from the ground up.
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Movie
Music
Book
Shakespeare in Love Soundtrack 
Music by Stephen Warbeck
by Andrea McHugh ’03
Business Manager
Mary Poppins
Directed by Robert Stevenson
A man and a woman. Both of whom 
have alienated themselves from the 
world. Two genetically altered ani­
mals. Both extremely intelligent. 
One good, one evil. Both escape the 
lab they were created in and are run­
ning free in the unknown world. 
Watchers is an intriguing book about 
Travis, Nora and a dog, who were all 
lost, but when their lives ultimately 
cross, they realize where they belong. 
The only thing standing between 
them and happiness is the beast. For 
those who enjoy books that you can’t 
put down, Watchers is the book for 
you.
It doesn’t matter what age you are, 
you're never to old to enjoy a Disney 
movie! Mary Poppins, starring Julie 
Andrews and Dick Van Dyke, takes 
several childhood wishes (having a 
fun nanny, turning make believe 
places into reality and being able to 
fly in the air) and puts them all into 
this classic film. Even though it is a 
simple story about how the magical 
Mary Poppins turns the stuffy Brit­
ish Banks family’s life up-side- 
down, when you combine live ac­
tion with animation, and add in some 
silly songs, you can’t help but have 
good time.
Watchers 
By Dean Koontz
Because this soundtrack is purely in­
strumental, a soothing and relaxing 
atmosphere is instantly created. Al­
though this is not your typical CD, 
give it a chance. YouTl.be surprised 
how quickly you’ll get lost in the 
music.
Sign of relief
PC’s version of the Vagina Monologues sets fears 
aside, presenting an honest and passionate show
JOHN ENGLISHMEN ’03/The Cowl
Speaking the unpoken: Kathryn DiPalma ’06 (above) waits to perform a 
monologue from Ensler’s The Vagina Monologues on Monday in Feinstein.
and a desire to change things. All of the 
actors volunteered, for the production. 
Their personal dedication shined through 
in every speech.
But there are still places where they 
can improve. The index cards, which 
the women read off of, hold them back 
at times. The performers have proven 
themselves as an active force and 
presence on this campus. Now, they 
should take the next step and do the same 
as performers. Find someone with 
directorial vision, memorize the 
monologues, and astound the PC 
community as actors along with your 
passion for community activism. While 
this will obviously bring a whole new 
perspective on the production itself, it 
could allow the Monologues to take on 
a life they haven’t found yet, opening 
more minds and possibly impressing 
more people. And although Ensler never 
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intended her piece to be presented that 
way, it could be an interesting and 
personal take.
Don’t let the title frighten you. Don’t 
let the walk up all those Feinstein stairs 
keep you away. Don’t be deterred by 
the thought that you know you may have 
to hear and say a few words that make 
you giggle and or blush. This event has 
the support of eight academic 
departments and a group of women, both 
performers and crew who want their 
message heard. Take some time 
Thursday night, before you head to 
whichever establishment would 
traditionally suit your fancy and see the 
Vagina Monologues. The opportunity to 
see Providence College’s own students 
taking a stand against misogyny and 
violence against women is something not 
to be missed.
GRADE: B+
by Erin Woulfe ’03
A&E Staff
“I was worried about vaginas,” writes 
Eve Ensler in the beginning of the Vagina
Monologues. She’s 
not the only one. In 
fact, a whole slew of
THEATER
REVIEW
students, faculty, and administrators are 
once again worried about the 
Monologues current production at 
Providence College. From the first 
statement through the very last 
monologue, the piece is eye opening and 
shocking both in intent and content. But 
at Monday evening’s performance (one 
of two that night), to a packed house in 
the Feinstein fourth floor function room, 
all feelings of fear and anxiety were 
silenced by a group of women who 
brought power, emotion, and honesty to 
a controversial piece.
Last year, the Political Science 
Department brought the Vagina 
Monologues to the Providence College 
campus for the first time. In support of 
V-Day and the V-Day movement, which 
seeks to stop violence against women 
and girls, the Monologues served a dual 
purpose—to bring the message to 
campus and to raise funds needed for 
abused women. And while the show was 
met with mixed reactions last year, this 
year’s group of women still had large 
shoes to fill. Could they make this event 
even more effective?
Actually, yes. After a year of 
experience, the women involved made 
artistic improvements, elevating this 
year’s performance over last year’s. Still 
presented as a staged reading rather than 
the traditional memorized play crafted 
by a director, the actors recited 
monologues from index cards into a 
microphone. This was not to say that 
the actors were not prepared for their 
 readings; most were confident in what 
they were saying. But the actors are not 
meant to play the authors of these 
speeches. Instead, they are everyday 
women, reading true words and true 
stories of women. Overall, the actors 
seemed more comfortable, more 
professional, and more understanding of 
the intent of the piece.
And while the actors’ monologues are 
obviously focused for a higher good, 
each actor took steps to personalize and 
diversify their performances. Certain 
actors stood out from the group, giving 
rehearsed, polished, and notable 
performances. Seniors Lyn Soderlund’s 
“The Flood,” Sara Whelan’s “The 
Vagina Workshop,” and junior Tiffany 
Happel’s “Reclaiming C—” had the 
audience roaring with laughter. Their 
comic timing and realistic performances 
connected with the audience, reinforcing 
the power these words can have over 
you. Concurrently, junior Kelly Mack’s 
“Crooked Braid,” senior Neisha 
McGuckin’s “Under the Burqua” and 
freshman Allary Montagaue’s “My 
Vagina was My Village” were sobering 
testaments to the unfortunate reason the 
audience needed to be there. Mack, 
McGuckin, and Montagaue balanced 
just the right level of emotion, never 
dipping into melodrama or unnecessary 
dramatic elements. They successfully 
reminded the audience of the brutal 
violence against women and the absolute 
necessity of stopping these type of 
actions.
The strength of the production as a 
whole is a testament to all the 
performers. Without the sort of training 
and direction received by actors in, say, 
a Blackfriars production, these women 
still put forth an energy of passion and 
professionalism that strengthened 
Ensler’s purpose. It was obvious that 
the success of the performances came 
from the actors’ belief in Ensler’s cause
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Tortilla Flats: A siesta for your taste buds
Tortilla Flats
355 Hope Street 
751-6777
Every town, or maybe even 
neighborhood, needs a place to get 
quality Mexican food. Taco Bell, no 
matter what anyone else says, always 
will be sketchy regardless of how late 
it’s open or what the crazy chihuahua 
says. Tortilla Flats, a restaurant that gets 
its name from a John Steinbeck novel, 
is one Vermont farmer’s attempt to fulfill 
that standard while giving you food you 
don’t eat out of a paper wrapper. While 
Tortilla Flats does not have a convenient 
drive-thru window, it does seem to have 
more creative selection and slightly 
better quality than Taco Bell does.
Atmosphere: Tortilla Flats may look 
shady to you at your first encounter. 
Outside, seeing the wooden plank walls 
and the restaurant’s name painted onto 
them might leave you feeling fairly 
uncertain about what you’ve gotten 
yourself into. Stepping inside won’t 
necessarily alleviate your fears, since 
you have entered into a dimly lit room 
with uncomfortable wooden tables and 
chairs. At least the restaurant is casual 
and has cool decorations. Framed 
advertisements for old events at Tortilla 
Flats are good amusement while you 
wait for food, and so is contemplating 
the significance of the random 
snowboard above the entrance.
Selection: Most items you’d expect 
from a Mexican restaurant, like 
enchiladas and burritos, are on Tortilla 
Flats’s menu in many varieties, ranging 
from fresh vegetable to ground beef to a 
very different cinnamon raisin. Creole 
dishes are also strongly represented in 
the restaurant’s selection, and many of 
them seem to be more complex entrees 
than the average taco. Pasta with 
chicken, some spices and wine sauce 
seems like a safe option for people who 
fear indigestion or don’t feel like being 
adventurous. Bring your IDs as well: 
the best way to wash down your food is 
to order from the huge margarita menu.
Quality: When a firm ball of ugly 
refried beans on your plate catches your 
attention before anything else, you may 
be right in exercising caution. Further 
exploration confirms that these beans are 
unappealing in all aspects, and they also 
prove that a very hot plate doesn’t mean 
hot food. Luckily, quality and 
temperature improve with the rest of the 
main course. Spicy beef tacos are done 
well, though it’s kind of strange to put a 
whole tomato slice inside rather than 
diced pieces. Chicken chimichangas are 
a good size and ingredients are wrapped 
in a light, flaky crust. The quality of the 
chicken is a little questionable; it’s very 
tender but varies in color. In both the 
chimichanga and burritos, meat is 
seasoned mainly with salt and pepper but 
still comes off a little bland with only 
cheese to liven it up. A cheese and 
chicken enchilada makes up for what 
burritos lack. With lots of cheese, a soft 
tortilla, and a delicious tomato-based 
sauce, the enchilada is one of your best 
bets at Tortilla Flats. Side dishes like a 
tangy salad of lettuce, corn, and peppers 
or yellow rice also come with meals to 
offset the scary refried beans, but these 
don’t add much to the meal’s quality 
either way. And even if it means 
bringing home your extra food, 
definitely make room for dessert: Tortilla 
Flats offers an excellent vanilla ice cream 
fried in a caramel and coconut batter.
Service: It’s hard to talk about the 
service at Tortilla Flats since it barely 
exists. Waitstaff doesn’t seem 
consistent, and some waiters check on 
and talk with their tables much more 
frequently than others. Though the 
waiters get what you ask for and don’t 
mess it up, some of them don’t seem to 
feel that conversation is necessary.
Affordability: Portions are big here, so 
you’re getting a fair amount of food for 
your money. Fancier entrees are in the 
$12-15 range, while the chimichangas 
cost $10 for 2 plus the side dishes. For 
the basic Mexican tacos, enchiladas, and 
burritos there’s a combination platter: 
two items for $8, three for a little over 
$9. From here, you can choose whatever 
fillings you want (fresh vegetables, beef, 
chicken, raisins, etc) for the same price.
Overall: Tortilla Flats doesn’t have the 
highest quality food or the best service, 
but some aspects of the menu are decent. 
It’s hard to screw up beef tacos or 
enchiladas, and both are excellent 
choices among other bland selections on 
the menu. The beef and the refried beans 
are spicy, though, so consider yourself 
warned: they won’t even give you free 
refills on soda.
GRADE: B
Hungry for something other 
than Slavin but don’t have 
the bucks to pay for it?
Don’t sweat it, The Cowl's 
got you covered!
Apply to be our next food critic. 
Head down to Slavin 104 and pick 
up your application today
A Tiny Alternative to the 
Googleplex
Friday Night Film Series: 
“Saints and Sinners in Classic Film”
Don’t Forget the Other Remaining 
Screenings After Spring Break:
March 21 “Nazarin”
April 4 “The Sacrifice”
All Films Fridays at . 
7:00
Feinstein 312
Taste 
of theTown
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Bollywood’s pornographic flop
The Guru mixes turbans and music in an unfunny Indian frump
by Stephanie Smith ’06
A&E Staff
The Guru is a low-budget, poorly 
acted, and poorly written film that tries 
to legitimize pornography as a 
MOVIE “respectable” job 
REVIEW and simultaneously 
create an Indian 
movie star (Jimi Mistry) of which there 
are none in America thus far. The four 
Indian friends in the film can only come 
up with Apu, the convenience store 
owner in The Simpsons, when thinking 
of any Indian stars. Perhaps if The Guru 
had been better made, it could have been 
groundbreaking for Indians trying to 
break into Hollywood. However, the 
premise of a hopeful actor, fresh from 
India, getting his big break by getting 
into the porn business and falling in love 
with a self-proclaimed “sweet, normal” 
porn star (Heather Graham) is outlandish 
and silly. It makes it difficult to take the 
movie seriously. In fact, it is amazing that 
the film can boast having legitimate 
actors like Graham and Marisa Tomei 
while having such a contrived script. The 
laughs in The Guru are few and far 
between, and cannot keep the ridiculous 
plot afloat.
Jimi Mistry plays Ramu Gupta, an 
aspiring actor and ex-dance teacher who 
wants to try his luck in the States. 
Inspired by watching John Travolta in 
Grease, he boards a plane and bunks up 
with other Indian friends in New York 
City. The only work he can find is 
making porn films, at which he is 
ultimately unsuccessful. Luckily, he 
meets the lovely Sharonna (Heather 
Graham) who helps him overcome his 
sexual hang-ups and teaches him a new 
philosophy on life and sex. She has 
decided that God wants us to have sex.
The naked truth: No butts about it, The Guru (which stars Heather Graham 
and Jimi Mistry, above) is one bad movie.
and created our bodies for that purpose. 
He inadvertently ends up sharing these 
ideas when he gets suckered into 
pretending to be a mystic fortuneteller 
at the extravagant birthday party for an 
aloof and undirected socialite, Lexi 
(Marisa Tomei). Suddenly, everyone is 
begging for his advice and calling him 
the “Guru of Sex.” Within weeks he has 
an agent and is appearing on Broadway. 
Everything is going well until Sharonna 
decides to marry a burly fireman who 
knows nothing of her actual profession, 
and Ramu, who was sworn to secrecy 
with all of Sharonna’s philosophies, is 
selling them to the world. They are both 
living lies.
There is much lacking in The Guru's 
acting. Jimi Mistry’s acting is average. 
He can dance, which is Ramu’s big hook, 
but at times he is boring. He makes Ramu 
a loveable character; he visibly cares for 
Sharonna and appears believably upset 
when she turns away from him. 
However, there seems to be something 
missing, perhaps as a result of the 
mediocre script. Heather Graham seems 
typecast in the role of Sharonna. For 
example, like in her Austin Powers role, 
she is a sweet but sexy independent 
woman who initially gets her heart 
broken. She acts vacant and shallow 
even when she is supposed to be deeply 
philosophical. It just doesn’t work. Even 
in intense emotional scenes, she is not 
all there.
Marisa Tomei, on the other hand, 
plays Lexi well. She presents her clueless 
character as clingy and needy, but well- 
versed in the ways of a New York 
socialite. At times, she can be a little bit 
whiny and annoying, but it generally 
reinforces the immaturity of her 
character. Watching the characters 
develop is sometimes a snore, but, again, 
this may be more because of the story’s 
lack of depth than the acting itself.
Moreover, director Daisy von 
Scherlar Mayer had some big ideas, but 
could not always pull through. There are 
several dance numbers that have lots of 
bright colors and actual choreography, 
but seem out of place overall. At one 
point, Graham is attired in full Indian 
garb, complete with bright yellows and 
pinks, and is singing an Indian song 
when suddenly she and Mistry break into 
“You’re the One that I Want” from the 
movie Grease. They even start doing the 
original dance moves from the picture, 
yet they are dressed in saris. It is more 
like a psychedelic trip than a modern 
movie scene.
Furthermore, writer Tracey Jackson 
clearly struggled with the bizarre plot 
when making the script. The story does 
not always flow: Ramu is poor and 
desperate one minute and the next, he is 
driving a red Mercedes convertible. 
Although all the events are explained, 
there does not seem to be a natural 
development from one event to the next. 
The humor is also weak. The friends 
crack a few ethnic jokes to each other 
about having their “turbans in a twist” 
and how they should be cab drivers, but 
none of the attempts really leave an 
impression. The jokes rarely produce 
more than a chuckle.
At heart, The Guru tries to send a 
heartwarming message about true love. 
In one scene, a huge crowd of people 
even sway while singing Billy Joel’s 
“The Way You Are”. However, all in all, 
the plot is too weird and the script too 
flat to produce any real results. The only 
enjoyable aspect of the film is the fact 
that it gives props to a truly great movie: 
Grease. Alone the movie is very 
confused and bizarre.
GRADE: C-
Just trying to stay Alive
Tim Kinsella proves he ’s still got something to say on the latest release from Joan of Arc
by Dan Devine ’04 
Asst. A&E Editor
Joan of Arc
So Much Staying Alive and Lovelessness 
Jade Tree Records 
ALBUM
REVIEW
It’s sort of sad when someone 
becomes famous for being consistently 
inconsistent. When you get labeled 
“spotty” or “erratic,” people tend to 
focus more on the stuff you tried that 
didn’t pan out than 
on the quality of 
your successes, and
those mistakes are pretty much 
argument-enders; after they’re brought 
out, you’re so cowed by how utterly 
disgusting they were that all the good just 
seems to fall into a sinkhole.
Famously hit-or-miss Chicago indie 
rock legend Tim Kinsella has been the 
subject of a lot of those kinds of 
arguments in recent years. Aco-founder 
of the incredible early ’90s punk outfit 
Cap’n Jazz, Kinsella has the ability to 
write brilliantly affecting and beautiful 
modern rock songs (see: Cap’n Jazz’s 
“Little League”; Joan of Arc’s “God 
Bless America”; and Owls’ “Everyone 
Is My Friend”), but what was once a 
bright, shining Skywalker youth has of 
late been tempered by a hideous 
experimental Dark Side given to awful 
and pretentious pseudo-poetic 
embellishments (see: his work with 
Friend/Enemy, Tim Kinsella(s), and 
many of Joan of Arc’s computer-driven 
tracks). Despite rampant critical 
misgivings about the nature of his 
songwriting, Kinsella has continued to 
churn out pet project material over the 
last few years, putting his first (and most 
successful) post-Cap’n Jazz effort, Joan 
of Arc, on the back burner, presumably 
until he had exorcised some of his 
ambition demons.
After a two-year layoff, Kinsella 
returns to Joan of Arc with the 
challengingly simple So Much Staying 
Alive and Lovelessness. Though this 
most recent effort at times falls prey to 
Kinsella’s penchant for empty art-school 
wordplay, instances of self- 
aggrandizement are thankfully far less 
frequent here than on previous Joan of 
Arc releases. Perhaps more 
impressively, Kinsella dials down his 
exploratory electronic tendencies, 
augmenting the lyrical improvement 
with a big musical step forward. Gone 
are the annoying laptop and Casio, 
replaced by thoughtful strokes of pedal 
steel, piano, and Wurlitzer that add 
personality and intimacy to a sound 
sorely in need of both. While So Much 
Staying Alive doesn’t return to the 
punchy, energetic rock that made Cap’n 
Jazz so vibrant, it does affirm the 
suspicions raised by 2001 ’s Owls LP that 
Kinsella still has the ability to produce 
good music, and it’s by far the most 
consistent Joan of Arc release since 
1998’s How Memory Works.
So Much Staying Alive eschews the 
eclectic bombast of previous Joan of Arc 
releases, achieving a comfortably 
relaxed vibe by allowing soft touches of 
piano and pedal steel to float high in the 
mix over a bed of coolly strummed guitar 
parts, simple basslines, and solid 
drumming. That’s not to say the song 
constructions are conventional, by any 
means; the shifting time signatures, 
prickly riffs, and odd interpretations of 
melody that characterize Kinsella’s style 
are still here, but they’re finely (and 
finally) restrained, suggesting that 
maybe he has matured enough as a 
songwriter to realize that he is still able 
to meander within his genre without 
getting completely lost in the process. I 
don’t think Kinsella could have written 
the moving piano jaunt “Mr. 
Participation Billy” two years ago, 
making its upbeat drive (in sharp contrast 
with its dark, violent lyrics) an even 
greater artistic acccomplishment.
The journey to maturity bleeds 
through to the lyrics, as well, as Kinsella 
moves away from stream-of- 
consciousness ramble, and the result is 
an increased emphasis on storytelling. 
Even when the stories are a little too 
precious to take to heart (as is the case 
on the album’s opener, where film 
students debut their work to voyeuristic 
partygoers and one another “On A 
Bedsheet In the Breeze On the Roof’), 
the technique is preferable to the 
mangled word association that Kinsella 
has favored in the past.
Complete sentences indicate 
completeness of thought, and Kinsella’s 
words seem for the most part very 
carefully chosen, particularly the last 
three lines of the emotionally charged 
“The Infinite Blessed Yes,” a stripped 
down and withering finale delivered over 
an intermittent and chaotic coronet: “The 
problem is, you can’t understand what 
the problem is / And it’ll kill you to love 
like you will never die / And everything 
you think makes you cool makes you 
even more of a loser.” More intriguing 
is “Olivia Lost,” both the album’s 
strongest track and an apparent 
indictment of the too-cool-for-school 
artist pose that he himself has often been
Joan of Arc’s Tim Kinsella (above) 
trades experimentation for regular 
old good songs on So Much Staying 
Alive and Lovelessness.
accused of striking: “Some people are 
just lucky I guess and they’re born 
looking tired.. .but weren’t we always in 
a hurry and an hour late for everything? 
/And now is bitter somehow better than 
being not even a little lost or looking?”
Kinsella seems to have realized that 
he was lost, and rather than being bitter 
about lost opportunities, he’s taken the 
first major steps toward getting out of 
the woods. So Much Staying Alive and 
Lovelessness might not make a major 
dent on fans or critics, but it’s a 
refreshing reminder that one of indie 
rock’s biggest talents still has some 
bullets left in his gun.
GRADE: B+
Universal Pictures
Jade Tree Records
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Rebirth of a classic
2nd Story’s Death of a Salesman pushes acting to the footlights
save a man whose lack of awareness and 
choice to further escape into unreality 
lead to fatal repercussions.
While the story of Salesman remains 
the same, prime, “tragedy for the 
common man” masterpiece, Shea’s 
rendition couldn’t be any further from 
the original production style. Replacing 
realistic house sets and detailed props for 
stark black platforms and suggested 
settings, Shea removes the unnecessary 
clutter to focus on the story and the 
characters. The result is a simple portrait 
of acting at its best, with all the tactics, 
emotion, and motivation to back it up. 
And while the decision to keep things 
bleak was most likely one of necessity 
because of the theatre space, the choice 
reinforces so much of Miller’s script that 
it seems like the only rational and 
impressive way to combine all the 
elements.
The underscored set also allows the 
audience to further travel in the mind of 
Willy, weaving in and out of reality. 
Because nothing marks Willy’s house or 
his office, we’re never certain on the 
boundaries of his dream. To heighten 
our connection, Shea has actors 
muttering dialogue offstage, surrounding 
the audience with a blur of thoughts that 
beautifully reflect Willy’s struggle to 
stay in reality. These voices engulf the 
audience, as we, just like Willy, fight to 
figure out the reality. Brilliant and clear 
costumes by Ron M. Cesario help to 
distinguish between the dreams. But 
we’re never disconnected, and because 
the theatre is set in the round, the 
audience literally can’t escape from the 
actors, bringing our commonality into 
the abstract mind of Willy Loman.
Shea understands the power of 
performance, and focuses on the art of 
acting as a form his actors have 
mastered. Colonna is perfect as Willy. 
His muttering and wandering persona 
shows a level of hopelessness, with a 
strong desire to succeed in his own 
warped way. Colonna balances these 
feelings, presenting an honest and 
identifiable character. Morris plays the 
thoughtless Happy with ease, showing a 
level of absent-mindedness that never 
evokes humor. It’s a thin line to walk yet 
Morris seems to do it with ease. Ouelette 
effortlessly sinks his teeth into Biff, 
engulfing himself in the character almost 
as much as Colonna does Willy. The 
power of his voice is his best quality 
here, showing raw emotional stress and 
frustration that leaves the audience 
breathless.
But it’s Collinson’s Linda that rules. 
As Willy’s wife, Linda, she balances the 
love and care she has for her husband 
with a fear of what he’s become and the 
frustration for her son’s utter disrespect 
smoothly. Collinson is strong when she 
needs to be, supportive when she needs 
to be, and loving all the time, offering a 
portrait of a moderator that acts as the 
voice of the audience. Linda’s actions 
are probably the actions we would do if 
we were in the same position, and 
Collinson seems to know that well.
The entire lead cast is encompassed 
by a group of stellar performances from 
a strong supporting cast. Anthony Pesare 
is honest as Willy’s paradoxical neighbor 
Charlie. He both loves Willy and hates 
him for his delusion, and Pesare shows
2nd Story
A very well-liked man: (Above from 
left) Joe Ouellette, John Michael 
Rochardson, and Bob Colonna shine 
in 2nd Story’s Death of a Salesman.
us those feelings are natural. John 
Michael Rochardson is eerie as the ghost 
of Willy’s brother Ben, creeping around 
like something out of Jumanji. Yet, even 
his aloofness works into the piece. 
Rendueles Villalba and Paula Faber also 
are strong as mirages in Willy’s fantasy.
The success of Salesman is not only 
an accomplishment for the actors and 
crew, but more for the theatre itself. 
Salesman marks 2nd Story’s second full- 
length offering since the company 
relocated and purchased its new space 
(now on Market Street). While the 
location may be amateur, the experience 
and aptitude of the performers are expert.
2nd Story has a “tell four friends” 
policy, asking patrons to use word of 
mouth to get people to the theatre. 
Don’t miss this breathtaking production 
of Death of a Salesman, which runs 
through March 23 at 2nd Story Theatre, 
28 Market St., Warren. Tickets are $10, 
$5 on Thursdays. Call 247-4200.
GRADE: A
Urban Elements
The Sweet 16: hip-hop’s best beats
by Joe Mavodones ’05 
A&E Staff
Ah, the unconscious head nod. It’s the 
definitive sign of any solid hip-hop track. 
We’ve all experienced it before: you 
throw that classic album into your 
roommates new, expensive stereo, then 
relax and follow the first bass line into 
hip-hop’s mystical land of the head nod. 
You sit there, taken aback from reality, 
stuck in that one song, while the beats 
are like the deepest pillow you’ve ever 
laid your head upon. It’s these few 
moments in life when you’re 
overwhelmed by the music, 
unconsciously nodding your head to the 
greatest sounds to ever fill your ears. 
Unfortunately, these moments are few 
and far between. Yet due to my 
greediness for good hip-hop, I set out to 
compile a list of the top head noddin’ 
tracks that hip-hop has to offer. These 
are the true wall-to-wall, bangers. The 
jaw dropping, neck snapping gems that 
hit harder than a right hook from Suge 
Knight.
And now, the list:
Artifacts—“C’mon Wit Da Git 
Down”
Combining a bass line that tickles 
your spine, a small horns section, and 
horrible grammar, the New Jersey-bred 
duo Artifacts provide one of the funkiest 
tracks hip hop has ever produced.
Black Moon—“I Got Cha Opin”
Once again, bad grammar makes a 
great song.
Dead Prez—“Hip Hop”
One word: BASS. Dead Prez 
provides a bass line deeper than the 
Grand Canyon that will leave your 
eardrums vibrating for days.
Dilated Peoples—“Work the Angles” 
As the first track to bring Dilated to
“Back to beats / It don’t reflect on how many records get sold”: Ghetto 
scholars Dead Prez (pictured above) scored a spot on The Sweet 16 for the 
unreal low register of “Hip Hop,” one of rap music’s deepest, thickest, and 
steadiest backbeats.
the masses, it’s probably their tightest 
beat too. DJ Babu provides a rugged 
drumbeat complete with a pounding 
guitar riff, keyboard loops, and his 
signature cuts.
Dr. Dre—“Nuthin’ But A ‘G’ Thang”
Dre. Circa 1993. (Enough said)
Gang Starr—“Mass Appeal”
Of all the gems that DJ Premier has 
produced, “Mass Appeal” has to be one 
of his best efforts. The dreamlike 
soundscape, hypnotic keyboards, and 
Primo’s scratching on the chorus 
encapsulate what Gang Starr is all about.
GZ A—“Shadowboxin ’”
Classic GZA. Probably the best beat 
in the post-36 Chamber era for the Wu. 
With its rumbling bass line and the 
mesmerizing “Oh Mari” sample that 
sings throughout, the dope lyrics from 
GZA and Method Man seem like a side 
note.
House of Pain—“Jump Around”
“Jump! Jump! Jump!” Ooh... ah... 
sorry. Ok, maybe its my New England 
roots or its just my whiteness kicking in, 
but House of Pain is legendary. End of 
story.
Jurassic 5—“Jayou”
“Parental Advisory: Explicit 
Content... including Neck-Breaking” 
The flute sample on this track is hot, 
easily satisfying the Unconscious Head 
Nod Factor. Cut Chemist and DJ Nu- 
Mark just cant seem to make a bad beat.
Latyrx—“Lady Don’t Tek No”
“Lady Don’t Tek No”, produced by 
the legendary DJ Shadow for his label­
mates, Latyrx, became a huge club 
anthem in Europe, but never really 
caught on in the US. Its unfortunate, 
because the spiraling bass line and the 
infectious “clap, clap” is too good not to 
be heard.
Mobb Deep—“Hell on Earth”
Mobb Deep took the early/mid 
nineties hardcore sound to the next level. 
By punctuating each track with those 
gritty, crackling snare drums and somber 
string arrangements, Mobb Deep was the 
hot ish. “Hell On Earth” even 
incorporates a nice xylophone sample. 
Does anything measure up to gangsta rap 
and xylophones? I think not.
Notorious BIG—“10 Crack 
Commandments”
Once again, DJ Premier adds his 
genius to a track, and the result is a ticket 
to head nod heaven. The laid back piano 
sample, the scratching that’s heard 
throughout, and the patented Primo 
chorus provide the perfect red carpet for 
Biggie to role his rhymes out on.
NWA—“Just Don’t Bite It”
Even if the members of NWA rocked 
this track a capella, the beat would be 
complete just with the tutorial on “proper 
procedures” at the beginning of the song. 
I always knew NWA was big on 
women’s rights. Luckily, the beat is 
present and it bangs. Dr. Dre comes up 
huge, mixing together guitars, flutes, and 
even chimes.
Outkast—“Elevators”
From their album ATLiens, Outkast 
shines with the relaxed, blunted sounds 
of “Elevators”. Every time I hear this, 
one question pops in my mind: If the Ice 
Cream Truck someday turns into a 
Cadillac, and starts selling weed instead 
of ice cream, would “Elevators” be the 
music it played as it drove through my 
neighborhood? I hope so.
Raekwon— “Ice Cream”
Um, yeah. Remember that thing 
about GZA having the best beat since the 
36 Chambers era? Well, I take that back. 
Rae edged him out.
Wu Tang Clan—“C.R.E.A.M.”
... Classic.
by Dave Quinn ’04 
A&E Editor
Finding quality theater in Providence 
isn’t brain surgery. From the Providence 
Performing Arts Center to the Trinity
Repertory Theatre 
and the Perishable 
Theatre, a multitude
of stages call Providence their home. 
And although these theatres all have 
strong mainstage productions running 
now, none are as comparable to the 2nd 
Story Theatre’s production of Death of 
a Salesman, currently running in Warren, 
RI. A creation of storytelling, emotion, 
and brilliance that challenges its 
audience while still remaining true to 
reality, there is more dedication, talent, 
and overall theatrics in director Ed 
Shea’s interpretation of Miller’s classic 
than in anything playing in Providence 
right now.
Willy Loman (Bob Colonna) is a 
salesman who lives in the fantasy of his 
dreams. Surrounding himself with the 
fabrications of a past that never was, he 
struggles in his personal world of 
success, establishment, and the 
American dream. As he drifts back and 
forth between reality and memory, 
searching for where his life went astray, 
his family stands by in both confusion 
and support. But when oldest son, Biff 
(Joe Ouellette), returns home after years 
of absentee, Willy’s delusions and 
disappointments come to a screaming 
uproar, something son Happy (Aaron 
Morris) and wife Linda (Lynne 
Collinson) aren’t prepared to deal with. 
Now, the family must pull together to
THEATER
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BLACK, WHITE, 
AND READ ALL OVER.
COWLTOWN IS ACCEPTING NEW 
RESIDENTS — ESPECIALLY WORLD, 
COMMENTARY, A&E, AND SPORTS. 
PICK DP AN APPLICATION IN SLAVIN 104.
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The Purple Scarf
by Aislinn Martin ’05 
Portfolio Staff
“Hello there,” a voice called from 
behind him. Max turned around as 
casually as possible. The voice met his 
eyes. “Are you lost? You look a little 
lost.”
“Well, actually I am lost. Today is 
my first day here,” Max answered.
“I’m Tabitha.” The young woman 
SHORT  extended her hand. “What 
STORY department can I help you
 to find?”
“I’m looking for the public relations 
office. I’m on the team with Michael 
Strochan...”
“I thought you might be the new guy 
on the team. Michael Stochansky is my 
supervisor too.”
Max followed Tabitha down the hall, 
all the while intently watching her wild 
black curls struggle to unleash 
themselves from the bun that sat like a 
nesting bird on the top of her head. She 
wore a purple chiffon scarf around her 
neck that billowed behind her like a flag. 
He thought she seemed to know where 
she was going. “What’s your name?” 
she asked, turning around quickly 
enough to catch his eyes unwaveringly 
trailing the scarf.
“Oh right, sorry about that. Max.”
Tabitha brought Max right up to 
Michael and introduced him. Max went 
through his morning shadowing Tabitha. 
He listened in on her calls and before 
lunch she sat beside him while he
Quiz: What's your dream job?
Can you say "frostbite ” ? Has the wind blown you into a tree yet? Have you slipped on any of the black ice around campus? 
Well, don’t worry because we’re here to offer you a great way to escape the winter chills (other than bundling up in a dozen 
blankets, or heading off to Jamaica for spring break). That’s right, you 're going to escape your winter woes by beginning your 
summer job search. Summer jobs are right around the corner, and you better start planning soon before they ’re all taken. 
(Besides, how else will you earn your alcohol money for the next school year?)
However, acquiring jobs isn’t always easy. It helps to enjoy the work you do and have it match with your personal interests 
and personality. So, if you are unsure of what summer job is right for you (or too busy to make an appointment with Career 
Services), take the following quiz and get matched up to your dream job.
by Jessica Bonvino ’04
Portfolio Staff 
and Scott Seseske ’04 
Contributing Writer
#1: What do you like to wear in the 
summer?
a) Bathing suit/T-shirt and 
shorts. Cool and comfortable summer 
clothes.
b) Whatever clothes you woke up in.
c) As little as possible, it cramps your 
style.
d) Something that you’re not afraid to 
get dirty.
e) Skirts and slacks, and maybe stilettos/ 
tie if you’re in the mood.
#2: What kind of people do you get 
along with?
a) All types of people, especially 
children.
b) No one. You’re a loner.
c) People who like to have a fun time.
d) Authoritative people. You don’t like 
to make decisions on your own.
e) Sophisticated people, those with class.
GOOGLE
handled his first phone call. Max could 
feel his face reddening as the caller 
insisted Max had read the numbers 
incorrectly. “Oh, yes sir. My mistake, I 
apologize.” His sweaty palm stuck to 
the receiver as he went to hang up the 
phone. “That was a nightmare,” He 
uttered. His heart was still pounding in 
his chest.
“Look, it’s all right. That was your 
first call. You did a fine job. Nobody 
here is expecting you to know how to
#3: If it were 98 degrees outside, where 
would you be?
a) Anywhere outdoors, as long as you 
are with nature.
b) Indoors or outdoors, doing nothing.
c) Somewhere hot and steamy, and we 
don’t mean a sauna.
d) Working hard, despite the heat.
e) In a cool, breezy, air-conditioned 
place.
#4: What’s your favorite club on 
campus?
a) Outdoors Adventure.
b) We have clubs?
c) I’m too busy working down the street 
to join clubs.
d) The gym...
e) Friars Club 
#5: How do you treat people?
a) You like to give orders and be in 
control.
b) Ignore them.
c) You are pretty submissive and eager 
to please.
d) You like to make sure everyone is 
taken care of.
e) Professionally. 
run the company.” She flashed a smile 
that revealed a wide gap between her 
teeth on the left side of her jaw, 
nonetheless it was reassuring. “It’s time 
for lunch. If you’d like I could take you 
to the cafeteria. It’s always good to have 
someone who will give you an honest 
opinion about what to eat and what to 
avoid.”
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#6: What’s your major?
a) Education/Social Work/Public and 
Community Service
b) Undeclared.
c) I don’t have time for a major— I’m 
too busy standing in line at Brad’s.
d) English/History (What are you going 
to do with those majors?).
e) Business/Marketing/Accounting.
#7: You would get an internship at the 
following:
a) Disney World.
b) You rarely go to class or join clubs; 
do you actually think you’d get an 
internship?
c) As long as it is paid, you’ll do it 
anywhere.
d) The ProJo.
e) Wall Street.
#8: What type of restaurant do you 
like to eat at?
a) TGI Fridays.
b) Anywhere that delivers.
c) A bar and grill.
d) Fast food chains, what else is there?
e) Federal Hill.
Colored pencils 
and walnut wishes
by Katie McBrine ’04 
Portfolio Staff
It was fifth grade. Mrs. G announced 
that we would be picking names for 
Secret Santas. My heart was set atwitter. 
This highly anticipated event would be 
the best part of my school year. This 
time I promised myself I would not 
entertain a single question regarding my 
Santee, nor grill other classmates 
concerning my Secret Santa. It was the 
perfect plan.
I approached the front of the 
classroom and placed my hand inside the 
hat. I ceremoniously pulled a crinkled 
paper from the bunch. I waited until I 
regained my seat and could open it in 
complete secrecy. I peeked into the fold. 
“Cassie,” it read. Probably the girl I 
knew the least in my class — but that 
was no hindrance to my holiday spirit. I 
would simply be placed with the 
challenge of choosing the perfect fifth 
grade girl gift.
I left the classroom after school that 
day as quickly as I could as to avoid the 
annual, and inevitable, gossip of who had 
who. When I got home I begged my 
mom to take me to the mall and start 
looking. Only slightly discouraged by 
the price limit of five dollars, I searched 
and searched. The Dollar Store was no 
help, neither was the clearance rack at 
Claire’s. Eventually from across the aisle 
at CVS, I saw it. The perfect gift — a
THANKS/Page 20
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#9: What’s your favorite movie?
a) The Beach
b) Slackers
c) Dirty Dancing
d) Dude, Where’s My Car?
e) A Beautiful Mind 
#10: What do you want to do with 
your life?
a) Make a difference.
b) Mooch off your parents and never 
work a day.
c) Be a social butterfly.
d) Manual labor.
e) Earn big bucks.
All right, tally up your answers and turn 
the page to see what your job match is!
ANSWERS/Page 20
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Just the girl friend
by Jennifer Skala ’05 
Asst. Portfolio Editor
It all started two months ago when 
we first saw signs on campus for the 
annual “Spring Fling Formal.” I had 
known about it since last year, because 
SHORTS it s a big trad'tion for 
STORY sophomores, but I never 
really understood the 
appeal of it—especially since it was held 
in the not-quite-spring month of March. 
I could’ve cared less about some dance 
but my roommate Liv was on the SFF 
planning committee and begged me to 
go. I couldn’t really tell my closest 
friend that I wouldn’t be attending the 
event she had spent so much time on 
simply because I couldn’t stand formals. 
And so the preparation began.
Liv and my other roommates 
dedicated at least 75% of their waking 
hours to matters relating to the formal. 
First on the ‘formal to-do list’ was 
finding a dress. However, this did not 
pertain to me because I was wearing the 
dress my sister had worn to one of her 
college formals—I refused to spend an 
exorbitant amount of money on a dress 
that I would only wear once to a dance I 
didn’t want to go to. Besides, the dress 
was really nice and it fit me well. My 
roommates didn’t have too much trouble 
finding dresses since they were willing 
to spend a year’s worth of tuition. My 
roommate Nikki had an alteration issue, 
which was obviously blown way out of 
proportion until we found a seamstress 
to fix the dress straps. Next on the list 
was finding a date. None of my 
roommates had a problem with this since 
they all had serious boyfriends. I wasn’t 
so lucky.
I really wanted to go with my best 
guy friend. Brian. I knew he would be a 
good date because he liked to dance and 
he knew that I was only going because 
of Liv. Much to my chagrin, Brian told 
me he had to go home the weekend of 
the SFF for his sister’s birthday. I was 
disappointed, but I didn’t think it would 
be too hard to find another date. My next 
plan was to send psychic vibes to Sean, 
the cute guy in my economics class. I 
was too much of a wimp to ask him 
myself, especially since we only really 
talked in class. I gave him my best “ask- 
me-to-the-SFF” looks and for a while I 
thought I might have been making some 
progress. But as the date for the formal 
approached, Liv told me she heard Sean
IMDB
had asked some freshman to be his date. 
At this point, I was fed up with the whole 
formal nonsense and I decided to ask 
Jamie, one of my friends from home.
Jamie had a serious girlfriend at 
school, Sherry, but they wouldn’t be 
going to the dance since they were 
juniors. I had known Jamie since high 
school—we were always friendly and his 
younger sister was a good friend of mine. 
I sort of knew his girlfriend and I figured 
she wouldn’t have a problem with me 
taking Jamie since I was just his little 
sister’s friend. I explained the situation 
to Jamie and he agreed to go with me as 
long as it was okay with Sherry. Sherry 
gave the go-ahead and I actually began 
to look forward to the dance.
So there I was on the night of the 
formal, curling my hair and applying the 
finishing touches to my make-up. My 
roommates were running around 
frantically, applying glitter, looking for 
film and hair spraying their entire heads. 
I was calm and in a good mood —I 
figured Jamie would be a fun date. I was 
getting ready to leave the disaster area 
that was my apartment to meet up with 
Jamie when I gave myself one last look 
in the mirror. I was happy with what I 
saw— my sister’s strapless red dress fit 
me almost as well as it did her and my 
long curls were gracefully draped over 
my bare shoulders. My flustered 
roommates didn’t seem to notice me as 
I yelled goodbye and headed over to 
Jamie’s apartment.
" -------------------------------------
The door was violently flung 
open and there stood Sherry: 
tear-stained, disheveled; eyes 
of pure evil. She gave me one 
look and howled, slamming 
the door in my face. I was 
confused until I heard her 
wailing behind the door and 
Jamie’s voice trying to 
comfort her.
-----------------------------  ,,
As I approached his apartment, I 
thought I heard muffled yelling coming 
from inside. I knocked on the door and 
was certain the cries were coming from 
Jamie’s. The door was violently flung 
open and there stood Sherry: tear- 
stained, disheveled; eyes of pure evil. 
She gave me one look and howled, 
slamming the door in my face. I was 
confused until I heard her wailing behind 
the door and Jamie’s voice trying to 
comfort her. I couldn’t make out much 
but I did hear “She obviously wants 
you,” and “slinky little red dress,” and 
“I don’t care if she’s your sister’s friend.” 
At that point I realized that Sherry 
probably hadn’t really given Jamie the 
go-ahead, or she had and now her 
jealousy had caught up with her. I 
definitely did not want to be responsible 
for the break-up of this “happy” couple 
when I was only trying to support Liv.
I lingered in the hallway and 
contemplating skipping the formal all 
together. But I didn’t get all dressed up 
for nothing and now I kind of wanted to 
go. I didn’t even need a date—all my 
friends would be there, anyways. I 
walked out of the apartment building, 
leaving Sherry and her dramatics behind. 
I got in my car and headed towards the 
hotel, confident that I would have a good 
time. Maybe I would even get up the 
nerve to ask Sean to dance.
Thanks: For Nothing
continued from page 19
set of Garfield colored pencils, brilliant 
and succulent in all their glory.
For two weeks I gazed longingly at 
those pencils sitting on my dresser. 
Meanwhile, I often wondered who it 
would be that had me. A big part of me 
hoped for Megan, who was always 
dressed like a Gap model — she would 
have a great gift. Another part of me 
wished for Sarah C. We could become 
best friends, and I could hang out at her 
house and meet her cute step-brother.
And so the day finally came. The 
students each revealed, in turn, who their 
Secret Santa was. When it was finally 
my turn, I got up from my desk and 
placed my neatly wrapped box on 
Cassie’s desk. I took my seat again in 
anticipation of her ecstatic reaction.
She ripped the paper open quickly 
throwing it on the floor, took one look 
at the pencils and mumbled, “Cool.” She 
put the pencils in her desk and went to 
blow her nose. I was aching. I would 
have trembled at the very idea of getting 
such sweet pencils from my Secret 
Santa.
Crushed, I sat waiting. A little tap on 
my shoulder flung me from my 
disappointment. Francis, the smallest 
and most excruciatingly shy boy in our 
class, held up a tiny little paper bag 
stapled shut. I took it with a heavy heart.
“Not him — anyone but him,” I 
thought.
This was the highlight of my year 
washed out by a person who was not 
even female, or verbal for that matter — 
both necessary for adequate gift giving.
I smiled at him graciously and took 
the tiny gift in my hand. I slowly pulled 
the staple open and reached inside.
I pulled out a walnut — a small 
homemade ornament in the shape of a 
baby carriage. (To this day it puzzles me 
— regift, maybe? Mom took a midlife 
crisis arts and crafts class, perhaps?) My 
heart sank as I tried not to cry. I looked 
at Francis and said, “Thank you so much, 
it’s cute.”
I did cry on the bus ride home that 
day with my little baby carriage 
ornament in hand, dreaming of the 
pencils I gave away.
Ten Christmases later that ornament 
is still hanging on my Christmas tree. 
Every year my brothers pick it off the 
tree and cackle at me for my wounded 
youth. Anyone who has heard the story 
laughs just the same — well, except for 
my roommate Laurel who, as the Secret 
Santa of my dreams, got me a set of 
colored pencils last Christmas.
Quiz Answers Office of Career Services'
Summer Job Fair
continued from page 19
Your perfect summer job will be...
If you answered mostly A’s:
You like to be outdoors and in a natural 
environment. You should pursue a job 
where you can be outside and in control. 
If you’re a lifeguard, you rule the entire 
pool or beach. Plus, you can save those 
drowning people. If you really like 
children, yelling at them or otherwise, 
being a camp counselor is a good way 
to stretch our your authority and your 
legs because you’ll be doing a lot of 
walking. But, for you kids at heart, a 
job at Six Flags would be ideal.
If you answered mostly B’s:
You shouldn’t pursue a summer job. 
Instead, you can make good friends 
with your couch, and wait for that 
Domino’s guy to arrive. Or become a 
mall rat... then you can see (and laugh 
at) all those people who do have 
summer jobs. Another option is living 
as a beach bum—you have the added 
benefit of getting skin cancer while 
you’re lying around doing nothing.
If you answered mostly C’s:
You’re a socialite. You want to meet 
new people and have a good time. 
Exotic Dancers and Escorts get around 
a lot and see a lot of new and exciting 
things. But, if that’s a little too risque 
for your taste, perhaps being a waiter 
or waitress is more your style.
If you answered mostly D’s:
You don’t like to be in charge or make 
your own decisions. You’re pretty 
content with taking orders and then you 
do a hell of a job in executing your 
tasks. You’d be perfect for the drive— 
thru window at McDonald’s. Or, if you 
want to work on your muscles this 
summer, try being a stock boy. Or a 
paperboy. You can even ride a bicycle.
If you answered mostly E’s:
A menial job isn’t going to satisfy your 
fine tastes. Maybe you’d like to work 
at a bank, or in a professional 
environment where you can sharpen 
your business skills and show off your 
professionalism. You can also enhance 
your wardrobe by purchasing suits, 
slacks, dress shirts, and other business 
casual attire.
Wednesday, March 26,2003
2 p.m. to 5 p.m.
’64 Hail, Slavin Center
Prepare Ahead... Attend Pre-Fair Help Sessions:
• How to Succeed at the
Summer Job Fair
Wed. Mar. 19
Thurs. Mar. 20
• Resume Writing Q&A
Tues. Mar. 18
Wed. Mar. 19
For more details, visit www.providence.edu/career or call x1530.
• Special Summer Fair 
Resume Review Hours on:
Thurs. Mar. 20
Fri. Mar. 21
Mon. Mar. 24
Tues, Mar. 25
★Resume reviews during regularly 
scheduled office walk-in hours 
are also available.
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The Hideaway
by John Manganaro ’03
Portfolio Staff
Where do drcams go 
When we wake?
Evaporate into
Nothing more than a whisper?
As a Lion’s roar breaks
Grand hallucinations of the human type
As I hold on to bank money
Waking
Only grasping my pillow, I sigh
I played lead thief
Dream
I propose a toast...
Dream
May you never stop
May you always believe
And may you never forget
... your dreams.
Ashes
by Sara Schepis '04
Portfolio Staff
Over and over the clear voice said,
‘Repent and believe in the Gospel, 
Repent and believe in the Gospel’ 
(The Ninivites in haste to ashes fled).
We prized our hands we thought so strong
We heeded not our truehearts frown
And fancied man his own head crown 
(Let him cast first who has no wrong).
Now dust comes forward for the holy dust
Say now ‘Have mercy on our stain!’
‘Are we not mortal?’ your refrain,
For we have glimpsed the truth that hallows trust.
Here we sorrow sin our souls alloy.
Here cross for heart to bear the Cross.
Here hope’s own blazon to emboss.
Here weep that we may joy.
High-heeled lullaby
by Joan Barker’04
Portfolio Editor
A woman in high heels walks our concrete.
Mama says to sleep.
We can not help but hear such things at night
The side streets are empty and orange-lit,
And the scent of soot-warm chimneys settles
Upon winter chill.
High heels keep pace outside our window while
A navy blazer hides what wrinkles of
A pearl blouse night shadows could not conceal.
A fitted skirt covers fresh-tom nylons.
The scrape of each step’s brush with grooved cement 
and shoe wood scratching off a steady glide, 
As if the evening’s guilt was sewn to that 
Sidewalk stroll — an eleven-thirty charm.
A tired heel presses the gas pedal.
The world riding up and over windshield,
Coming to rest quite uneasy at stops,
Such a shame red lights run long around here.
Tonight’s walk is sad...Carol feels it too.
The pause, in the step. Tonight she moves slow. 
She wal ks to the street... not ours... not tonight.
Tabitha: Hidden Truth
continued from page 19
“That sounds great.. Thanks 
Tabitha.”
“You know what? I’ll meet you in the 
cafeteria. I just have to get some money 
out of my car.” Max watched her hurry 
out of the office. He quietly smiled as 
her scarf still looped around the door 
frame as she made her way down the 
hall.
“I see you’ve run into Tabitha,” a 
voice came from behind. A woman with 
dark blond curls came up from his side 
like a hawk. Her teeth flashed and Max 
could feel the perspiration gathering on 
his forehead again.
“It’s so unfortunate that you couldn’t 
have shadowed one of us normal
people,” said another with dark black hair 
that brushed her shoulders as she came 
up along his other side. “How can you 
tolerate that way she breathes? It is so 
nasally!” she exclaimed with a 
heightened level of exasperation.
“Hah!” replied the blond one, “did 
you notice her black running tights 
peeking out from under her skirt? Every 
day she bikes at least twelve miles to 
work and then she puts the same flowered 
rag on over those tights in the ladies 
room! Can you believe it?” she 
demanded, as if she took Tabitha’s daily 
routine to be some type of personal 
affront. Max stared dumbfounded at wild 
eyes.
“You mean you didn’t notice? Well, 
you will.”
Come to the Writing Center!
from brainstorming to final revisions, our 
tutors are prepared to help you at any stage 
of the writing process.
»
The Writing Center is part of the Office of 
Academic Services and is located on the 
Lower Level of Phillips Memorial Library.
We are open: Monday-Thursday
1:30-3:30 p.m & 7:00-9:00 p.m.
advertisement
Attention Graduating Students
Did you know that you can reduce 
the interest rate on your student 
loans and save thousands of dollars 
by consolidating your student loans 
after graduation?
The Higher Education Act, 
established by Congress, allows any 
graduate (or parent with PLUS loans) 
to consolidate their student loans by 
combining all their eligible student 
loans into a single loan issued by a 
new lender. Graduates who do this 
immediately after graduation (while 
they are still in their non-repayment 
period) are able to reduce the interest 
rate on all their eligible loans by 
0.60% - potentially saving themselves 
thousands of dollars.
There are several other benefits 
associated with Student Loan 
Consolidation and these include:
* The ability to reduce your monthly 
interest repayments by up to 54% by 
extending your repayment period. 
This may help you in matching your 
income level to your repayment 
obligations.
* Fixing the interest rate on your loans 
to take advantage of the historically 
low interest rates that are currently 
available for the life of your loans. 
Your existing loans are variable and 
could rise over time as interest rates 
rise. Consolidation can ensure that 
this doesn’t happen.
* Dealing with only one monthly loan 
repayment from one lender can make 
your life easier.
* Save even more on your repayments 
by taking advantage of ‘borrower 
benefits’ that can reduce the interest 
rate by up to an additional 1.25% by 
making electronic and on-time 
repayments.
Does it Matter When You Choose to 
Consolidate?
Yes. If you are about to graduate 
(or have recently graduate) timing is 
critical to maximizing the amount that 
you can save with consolidation. If 
you wait too long to apply for 
consolidation. If you wait too long to 
apply for consolidation, you might 
miss out on the opportunity to reduce 
the interest rate on all your loans by 
0.60%.
What Does it Cost to Consolidate?
There are no fees or credit checks, 
nor is there any penalty for early 
repayment of your consolidation loan. 
Note however, that you can only 
consolidate once and consolidation 
can affect certain deferment and 
cancellation benefits associated with 
loans.
Are you about to Graduate?
Act now by registering with the 
Student Loan Consolidation Program 
(SLCP). It is free and involves no 
obligation. SLCP will simple provide 
you with information on what 
consolidation is all about and contact 
you after graduation to remind you of 
the opportunity to reduce your interest 
rate by consolidating early.
For more information, call a loan 
counselor at 1-866-311-8076 or click 
on our ad at www.thecowl.com to 
see if you qualify for these savings.
While visiting the paper online, be 
sure to sign up for the email edition. 
It’s the best way to stay informed 
beyond graduation, and it’s free.
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What would a PC candidate have
to do to get your vote?
“Reduce the Development of Western Civilization to 
a comprehensive study circa 1992.” 
Emily Lambert ’06 Katie Fawls ’06
“Dissolve the Student Congress and 
form a communist regime.” 
Sean Robertson ’05
“Clean our rooms.”
Caitlin Deery ’05 Laura Chandler ’04
“Buy us Chinese food for two.” 
Holly Ashton ’03 Theresa Amaral ’03
“Hang up flyers and balloons.” 
Glen Cardozo ’04
“Bodyshots!”
PrimeTime Pete ’03
Zack and Kelly
“Cancel all afternoon classes so we can hang out at The Max.”
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The PC Scoreboard
Scores • Standings • Statistics ♦ Schedules • Standouts
Standouts
Brooke Freeburg
Women’s Basketball 
Senior — Waterford, Pa.
Freeburg played all 40 minutes and scored 
both a game and career-high 17 points on Sunday in 
Providence’s 70-52 loss to top-ranked Connecticut.
Peter Fregoe
Men’s Hockey 
Senior — Massena, N.Y.
Fregoe scored two goals including the game 
winner to lead the Friars to a 3-1 victory over UMass- 
Lowell on Friday at Schenider Arena.
Scores
Tuesday 2/25
Men’s Basketball at Georgetown L 71-56
Friday 2/28
Men’s Hockey vs UMass Lowell 
Women’s Hockey at Niagara
W3-1
W3-2
Saturday 3/1
Women’s Basketball vs. UConn
Tennis vs Seton Hall
Lacrosse at Albany
Men’s Indoor Track at New England Champ.
L 70-52
L7-0
L 10-7
7 of 29
Tuesday 3/4
Women’s Basketball at Villanova L 83-48
Wednesday 3/5
Men’s Basketball at UConn W 76-70
Schedules
Thursday 3/6
Men’s Hockey vs. Boston University
Friday 3/7
Men’s Hockey vs. Boston University
Softball vs. Florida International (@ Fla. State)
Softball vs. Michigan (@ Fla. State)
Saturday 3/8
Men’s Hockey vs. Boston University 
(Hockey East Quarterfinals—if necessary) 
Men’s Basketball vs. Seton Hall
Lacrosse vs. Canisius
Softball vs. Utah (@ Fla. State)
Softball vs. Winthrop (@ Fla. State)
Softball vs. TBA (@ Fla. State)
Mens Track at ECAC/IC4A Champ. 
Women’s Track at ECAC/IC4A Champ.
Sunday 3/9
Softball vs. TBA (Fla. State)
Women’s Track at ECAC/IC4A Champ. 
Men’s Track at ECAC/IC4A Champ.
7 p.m.
7 p.m.
12 p.m.
2 p.m.
7 p.m.
12 p.m.
I p.m.
9 a.m.
II a.m.
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
Standings
USCHO.com Division I Men’s Hockey Poll USCHO.com Division I Women’s Hockey Poll
Team Record Team Record
1. Colorado College (22) 24-5-5 1. Harvard (15) 26-1-1
2. Cornell (17) 24-4-1 2. Minnesota-Duluth 27-3-2
3. New Hampshire (1) 21-7-6 3. Minnesota 26-5-1
4. Maine 24-7-5 4; Dartmouth 22-7-0
5. Ferris State 25-8-1 5. Wisconsin 21-7-5
6. Boston College 21-9-4 6. St. Lawrence 21-7-4
7. Minnesota 19-8-8 7. New Hampshire 26-6-2
8. Michigan 24-9-1 8. Providence 22-6-6
9. MSU-Mankato 17-8-9 9. Princeton 18-8-2
10. Boston University 21-12-3 10. Mercyhurst 23-8-1
11. North Dakota 22-9-5
12. Harvard 19-8-2
13. Providence 19-12-3
14. Denver 20-10-6
15. Ohio State 22-10-3
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Big East: No. 3 seed in 
East still a possibility
Hockey: NCAA bid in
R.I. on the horizon
PETETAVIS ’05/The Cowl
Donnie McGrath had 11 turnovers in PC’s last two games.
continued from back page
Friars.
However—there is a chance 
Providence will be the No. 3 
seed in the East when the dust 
of the regular season settled 
next Sunday. If the Friars beat 
Seton Hall on Saturday in the 
team’s last regular season game 
at the Dunkin’ Donuts Center, 
and if Villanova loses to 
Pittsburgh on Sunday, March 9, 
Villanova and Providence 
would have both ended the 
season with an 8-8 Big East 
record, and would be tied for 
third place in the Big East 
eastern division.
A number of tiebreakers 
would be used to determine 
which team is given the third 
seed in the tournament. The 
first tiebreaker is head-to-head: 
Villanova and Providence split 
the season series this year, with 
Villanova first defeating the 
Friars 81-67 in January, and 
then Providence beating 
Villanova 70-60 on Feb. 22 of 
last month.
Next would be the team’s 
records within the Big East 
Eastern division. Both the 
Friars and the Wildcats have 
ended the season with a 7-5 
mark against division teams, 
needing another tie-break.
Both teams’ records would 
be compared against the No. 1 
seed in the Eastern Division, in 
this case Boston College, and 
then follow down through the 
Big East Eastern Division’s 
teams in order of finish. Both 
teams posted 1-1 marks against 
BC, and also against UConn— 
but the games against current 
fifth seed St. John’s would 
determine the final standings. 
Providence is 2-0 against St. 
John’s this season, while 
Villanova posted a 1-1 record 
against the Red Storm—giving 
PC the No. 3 seed in the Big 
East Eastern division and 
setting up a match-up against 
the No. 6 seed—either Rutgers 
or West Virginia.
Final seedings and first 
round match-ups in the Big East 
Tournament aren’t the only thing 
at stake here for Providence as 
March Madness arrives. Prior to 
Wednesday’s win over UConn, 
the Friars were on the bubble for 
eligibility in. the National 
Invitational Tournament (N.I.T.) 
with a 13-12 record. After the 
victory, however, the Friars have 
put themselves in a position to 
qualify for the N.I.T. Regardless 
of remaining games, Providence 
will end the season with a .500 
record, the minimum needed to 
be eligible for invitation to the 
tournament. Add the fact that the 
Friars are from the Big East 
Conference, and Providence 
could very well earn themselves 
such an invitation.
The Friars will look to a their 
underclassmen to lead them into 
March Madness. Sophomore 
Ryan Gomes has been solid for 
the Friars all season, averaging 
18.4 points and 9.6 boards per 
game. The 6-7 forward has 
been Welsh’s only consistent 
go-to player and has recorded 
12 double-doubles on the 
season, most recently a 26- 
point effort against the 
Huskies. Gomes is arguably a 
top candidate for the All-Big 
East First Team, but given the 
big names within the 
conference this season, will 
probably fall to the Second 
Team.
Freshman Donnie McGrath 
started out the year strongly 
but has been struggling lately, 
dropping from first to third in 
the Big East in assist-turnover 
ratio. He is currently 
averaging just under nine 
points per game this season, 
while sophomore Rob Sanders 
has recorded an average of 
13.6 points and 6.4 rebounds.
Who will step up for the 
Friars in March? How far will 
they go? Only time will tell.
continued from back page
minutes remaining, but BU ral­
lied to win, 4-2, and drew even 
with Providence for fourth place 
in the standings. All the Terri­
ers had to do on Saturday was 
take one point from Maine, and 
the quarterfinal series would 
have been played at Walter 
Brown Arena—but Maine won, 
4-2, giving the Friars home ice.
In the match-up’s past two 
years, the team with home ice 
not only won the series, but ad­
vanced to the Hockey East 
Championship finals at the 
FleetCenter in Boston, Mass.
The Friars enter the playoffs 
as the hottest team in college 
hockey, undefeated (6-0-2) in 
the month of February for the 
first time since the 1988-89 sea­
son.
“We are peaking at the right 
time. You don’t want to be play­
ing your best hockey at the be­
ginning of the season, you want 
to be playing it at the end like 
we are,” said graduate student 
Peter Fregoe, who leads the Fri­
ars with 22 goals. “We have a 
lot of confidence going into the 
postseason.”
Both teams have the dubious 
honor of being picked No. 1 in 
the Hockey East Preseason 
Coaches’ Poll the last two years, 
only to not match the lofty pre­
dictions. Providence was 
ranked in the top five in the 
country at the beginning of last 
season, but finished in seventh 
place and was swept in two 
games by the Terriers in the first 
round of the postseason. BU, 
also ranked in the top five na­
tionally at the beginning of this 
season, finished fifth in the con­
ference this season.
“We are similar hockey 
teams for the most part, except 
the fact that we are black and 
white and they are red and 
white,” Head Coach Paul 
Pooley said. “ It will be another 
battle and both teams are play­
ing well right now.”
Should the Friars defeat the 
Terriers in the quarterfinals, they 
would return to the FleetCenter 
for the first time in two years the 
weekend of March 14-16 to play 
for the Hockey East Champion­
ship. With no team dominating 
the conference this season, and 
Providence one of five teams in 
the top 15 nationally, the Friars 
have a strong chance to win their 
first tournament championship 
since 1996.
With the NCAA expanding 
the field from 12 to 16 teams this 
season, the Friars chances also 
bode well for an NCAA Cham­
pionship Tournament berth this 
season. Advancing in the 
Hockey East playoffs would all 
but guarantee the Friars a spot 
in the 16-team field, especially 
with the Friars only a win away 
from the 20-win plateau. Addi­
tionally, because Providence 
College is hosting the East Re­
gional at the Dunkin Donuts 
Center on March 28-30, by rule 
the Friars will be placed in the 
East bracket and play to a home 
Providence crowd.
But first, the Friars must get 
by the Terriers.
CLASSIFIEDS
MISCELLANEOUS APARTMENTS E'OR RENT PARTICIPANTS NEEDED
Sports Teams ~ Clubs ~ Student 
Groups
Earn $l,000-$2,000 this semester with 
a proven CampusFundraiser 3 hour 
fundraising event. Our programs 
make fundraising easy with no risks. 
Fundraising dates are filling quickly, 
so get with the programs! It works. 
Contact Campusfiindraiser.com at 
(888) 923-3238, or visit 
www.camousfundraiser.com
Apartments for Rent! Pembroke Ave near PC 1st, 
2nd, 3rd, floors 3 Large Bedrooms, new kitchen 
appliances, stove, refrigerator, dishwasher, new 
gas baseboard heat, and gas hot water, new 
bathrooms. Secure area with lighted parking. 
$ 1100 per month Call 274-7763
SMOKING AND MEMORY STUDY: 
The Brown University Center for Alcohol 
and Addiction Studies is recruiting 
individuals to participate in a research 
study of cigarette smoking and memory. 
To participate, individuals must be between 
18-24 years of age and smoke cigarettes 
daily. The research project will involve 
completing questionnaires and a 
computerized memory task at the Center for 
Alcohol and Addiction Studies. 
Reimbursement for participation is $30. 
If interested, please contact 
Dr. Chad Gwaltney at 444-1832.
2-3 Bedroom apartment available 6/1/03 at 
16 Eaton St. $975/month includes parking/ 
washer & dryer.
Contact Jeff @ (781) 209-0435.
Want to be seen by over 4,000 people each week?
This space could be yours! Contact The Cowl at 
401-865-2214 about advertising 
in the classified section!
Bartender Trainees Needed 
$250 a day potential
Local Positions 
1-800-293-3985 ext. 199
The Cowl
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Champions not good enough?
Winning the Hockey East regular season and tournament 
championships could not be enough to earn Women’s
Hockey an NCAA berth
by Virginia Cheng ’03 
Asst. Sports Editor
“If we don’t do our part, if we don’t 
win the Hockey East Championships, 
then it’s over—we’re done.”
According to women’s hockey head 
coach Bob Deraney, there is still a chance 
that the team can earn one of the four 
coveted bids to the NCAA Frozen Four.
However, many
WOMEN’S things have to fall
HOCKEY exactly into place for
the No. 8 Friars, such 
as No. 2 Minnesota defeating No. 5 
Wisconsin in the semifinals of the 
Western Collegiate Hockey Association 
(WCHA) Championships, Brown 
defeating No. 6 St. Lawrence in the 
quarterfinals of the East Coast Athletic 
Conference (ECAC) Championships, 
and No. 4 Dartmouth losing before 
reaching the finals of ECAC 
Championships. But most importantly, 
Providence must come out victorious at 
the Hockey East Championships, 
preferably defeating No. 7 New 
Hampshire in the final game.
“Winning that championship would 
just solidify that we are one of the best 
teams in college hockey, but more 
importantly, it will position us to take 
the necessary step and be an NCAA 
Frozen Four finalist,” said Deraney. “I 
think it would prove that we deserve to 
be one of the final four teams.”
So while the Friars must wait and see 
what the outcomes will be in the other 
tournaments, they will still be focusing 
on controlling their own destiny at the 
Hockey East Championships on March
Madness
Breakdown
• After defeating Niagara in overtime 
last weekend, the Friars enter the 
Women’s Hockey East Tournament 
on an eight-game winning streak and 
has won 14 of its last 16 games.
• Even after much debate at the end 
of last season, the NCAA Women’s 
Hockey Championship is composed 
of only four teams. Last season, 
Providence won the ECAC Eastern 
Championship but, because of the 
four-team maximum, was not invited 
to compete for the NCAA 
Championship.
• The top-seeded Friars will face 
UConn in the opening round of the
i Women’s Hockey East Tournament.
15-16. Providence, which defeated 
Niagara, 3-2, in overtime last weekend, 
is riding an eight-game winning streak 
and has won 14 out of its last 16 games.
“We’re on a huge winning streak right 
now, and I think we’ve found different 
ways to win,” said Deraney. “We have 
a lot of momentum going into the 
tournament, and I hope that we can 
utilize these next two weeks in a fashion 
that will allow us to maintain it.”
Even though the Frozen Four has 
been in the back of the Friars’ minds all 
year long, winning the Hockey East 
Championships is a more immediate 
goal. Providence was picked to finish 
first in the conference in the preseason 
and holds the top seed in the tournament,
CHARLIE MENCEL ’05/The Cowl
Defenseman Kelli Halcisak was named Hockey East Player of the 
Month for February, and won the Women’s Hockey East scoring title.
but now must live up to the expectations 
that are held of the team. The Friars 
know firsthand that the underdogs are 
always looking to overtake the favorites; 
Providence was the fourth seed last year 
in the ECAC Eastern Championship and 
knocked off top-seeded Niagara, who 
was the No. 2 team in the country at the 
time, 3-2 in double overtime, then 
defeated second-seeded Northeastern, 1- 
0, in the championship game.
“If we come ready to play and well 
prepared, then I think we have a good 
chance,” said senior captain Jenn Butsch. 
“Then again, looking at last year, we 
can’t be too overconfident about it.”
Providence will face fourth-seeded 
Connecticut in the semifinals on 
Saturday, March 15, at 4 p.m. at 
Northeastern. The two teams have 
already met three times this year, and 
Connecticut was the only Hockey East 
team to force the Friars into a tie. All 
three games were very close, and the 
Huskies have proved themselves to be a 
formidable opponent.
“I think that’s added incentive for us 
to beat them,” said Butsch. “The tie at 
the beginning of the season I think hurt 
us in terms of nationals. They’re one of 
the teams standing in the way of us 
getting to [the NCAAs].”
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No tournament for you!
Losing 11 of its final 12 games, women’s 
basketball begins a long offseason
by Ryan Durkay ’05 
Sports Staff
The idea was simple: with 
two games left, all the 
Providence College Women’s 
Basketball team had to do was 
win one game and it would be 
I going to 
WOMEN’S the Big 
BASKETBALL East 
’ tournament. 
However, when looking at the 
schedule to see which teams the 
final games were against, it 
didn’t seem likely. The Friars 
had to take on Big East and 
national powerhouses No. 20 
Villanova and No. 1 University 
of Connecticut. The task wasn’t 
simple; they were quite possibly 
the two toughest games the 
Friars have seen all year, but 
Providence took the challenge. 
In the end though, despite 
valiant efforts, Providence lost 
both games and bowed to 
UConn, 70-52, and Villanova, 
83-48.
Connecticut came into 
Alumni Hall riding a 66 game 
winning streak, while the Friars 
came in losers of their last four. 
When both teams came to mid­
court and the ball was thrown 
up, however, it looked like the 
streaks went the other way 
around. Sophomore Jessica 
Simmonds set the pace early, 
scoring the Friars’ first nine 
points. She finished the day 
with 14 points and three 
rebounds. Another Jessica, 
Jessica Moore, scored the first 
eight points for UConn and 
finished the day with 10 points 
and three rebounds. After the
Indoors: Seven PC women all 
in championship hunt
continued from back page
graduate student Heather 
Cappello will also compete.
“Last year it was just me 
and Hamish Thorpe ’02 
[competing],” said 
McGettigan. “This year I 
have a whole team of girls. 
It’s going to be a great 
experience.”
All of the runners 
competing next weekend are 
anticipating strong results. 
Head Coach Ray Treacy 
expects all of them to finish in 
the top six or better.
“I expect them to do very 
well,” said Treacy. 
“Individually they are all 
ranked in the top six in the 
country and they are also 
ranked in scoring,” he said.
The women’s distance 
medley team has in the past 
been composed of Crombie, 
Quinn, O’Shea, and 
McGettigan. But because of 
the anticipated success of 
McGettigan, who will be 
eyeing an NCAA 
Championship—Cappello will 
take McGettigan’s spot.
With McGettigan, the relay 
team took first place and set a 
new course record at the St. 
Valentine Invitational at 
Boston University. The 
group’s time is currently ninth 
time in the country. But this 
battle of the Jessicas, senior 
Brooke Freeburg stepped up 
and gave the Friars a four-point 
lead at 17-13. Freeburg would 
lead all scorers with 17 points 
and four rebounds. But, the 
Huskies went on one of their 
patented runs and Closed the 
half out with a 19-5 run, taking 
a 10-point lead into the locker 
room, 32-22.
“Everyone was just trying to 
play their hardest our there,” 
said Simmonds. “Our game 
plan was to play hard and play 
within ourselves.”
In the second half, the Friars 
played a zone, forcing the 
Huskies to shoot from the 
outside and limiting them to 
only one shot per possession. 
On offense, the Friars worked 
the shot clock down and started 
their offense after at least 15 
seconds went by. It also slowed 
down the Huskies biggest 
starter, Naismith candidate 
Diana Taurasi. Taurasi only 
scored two points on foul shots 
in the first half, and finished 
with only 12 points, five below 
her average. With the new 
game plan, the Friars got back 
into the game and found 
themselves only down one point 
at 42-41 with 10:00 left.
“It was a dream situation,” 
said Freeburg. “Every player 
dreams about this kind of game 
in high school. I think we 
played well and played hard to 
the very end.”
In the final 10 minutes, 
however, the Huskies went on 
another one of their 
demoralizing runs and finished 
the game with a 28-11 run. The 
substitution should not have a 
big impact on the team, 
according to Treacy.
“We’re going to put the 
best team forward at the 
NCAAs,” said Treacy. 
“Although we won’t have 
McGettigan because she will 
be participating in the mile, 
Heather is a very good 
substitute and she’ll help us 
out there.”
This weekend the women 
will compete in the EC AC 
Championships, a “final tune 
up for the. NCAAs,” according 
to Treacy.' The team’s focus 
lies in the NCAA 
Championships, which are 
under 10 days away.
“I think everyone got 
mptivated by everyone else 
this year,” said Cullen. “It is 
brilliant for the school, 
brilliant for the team.”
However, the men’s indoor 
team’s situation is a 180 
compared to the women— 
none of their runners are 
qualified for the NCAA 
Championship. This weekend 
is the men’s last shot to 
qualify for the NCAAs at the 
Intercollegiate Association of 
Amateur Athletes of America 
(IC4A) Championship. 
According to Treacy, it is 
possible for sophomore Liam 
Reale to qualify for the mile, 
while sophomore Dylan 
Friars hung tough though, and 
played hard right never 
allowing the Huskies to relax.
“I knew the run was going 
to come, I mean it usually 
does,” said Connecticut Head 
Coach GenoAuriemma. “I was 
hoping it wouldn’t though, I 
kind of was hoping that we 
would have lost at the buzzer 
with the Friars winning. That 
would have really taught these 
girls a lesson. I feel bad, PC 
deserved to win this game 
today, we certainly didn’t.”
The Friars didn’t have much 
chance to recover after the game 
against UConn; three days later, 
Providence had another tough 
game against Villanova. The 
game was the Friars’ last chance 
to make the Big East 
Tournament outright, or they 
would have to rely on too many 
other unlikely things happening.
The game started and ended 
with a rout. By halftime the 
Friars found themselves in a 
hole, down by 20 points at 44- 
24. Villanova, which leads the 
nation in three-pointers made, 
hit 12-21 in the first half alone. 
The Wildcat’s Katie Davis led 
the way, hitting five-of-nine 
three-pointers in the first half. 
Davis finished with 26 points 
for the game, hitting seven 
three-pointers altogether. 
Wildcat Trish Juhline was also 
successful at hitting three- 
pointers, finishing the game 
with five and adding 22 points 
and a game-high 10 assists.
Leading the way for the 
Friars were two players with 
double-doubles. Simmonds 
scored 20 points and had 10 
rebounds, while sophomore 
Quinna Copeland finished with 
17 points and 10 rebounds.
The Wildcats shot 50% from
Madness 
Breakdown
• Senior Roisin McGettigan 
will compete for her second 
All-America honor in the 
indoor mile at the NCAA 
Championship. She currently 
holds the fourth fastest time 
in the country in the mile this 
year, and is the Friars’ best 
chance at an NCAA 
Individual Championhip.
• Sophomores Liam Reale 
and Dylan Wykes, and 
graduate student Paul Reilly’s 
last chance to qualify for the 
NCAAs is this weekend at the 
IC4A Championship.
Wykes and grad student Paul 
Reilly could both qualify for 
the 3000m.
“It’s very close, they have a 
shot, but it is going to depend 
on how quickly the races go 
this weekend,” said Treacy. 
“It’s a very high quality 
tournament, with teams from 
Maine to Virginia, and we are 
hoping things will go well this 
weekend.”
FOR COMPLETE NCAA 
Indoor Track 
Championship coverage, 
CHECK OUT THECOWL.COM
JOHN ENGLISHMEN ’03/The Cowl
Kristin Quinn runs into UConn’s Ashley Valley Saturday.
the field, hitting 17 three- 
pointers and missing only one 
foul shot, shooting 14-15 from 
the line. Providence, on the 
other hand, hit only one three- 
point shot and finished 39% 
from the field. The huge 
disparity in three-pointers, 
could be attributed to the fact 
that the Friars’ leading three- 
point specialist and leading 
I TheCowl.com
^Look for complete Providence^ 
College athletics coverage
ONLINE OVER SPRING BREAK? y
Basketball and hockey- 
only on TheCowl.com
scorer, sophomore Michal 
Epstein, missed yet another 
game with a stress fracture in 
her foot.
“I am really proud of our 
team,” said Providence Head 
Coach Susan Yow. “I don’t 
think I could have asked for 
more given the situation, I am 
so proud of them.”
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All the news we couldn’t fit in... but did.
Junior defensemen earn 
Hockey East Player of the 
Month honors
Men’s hockeyJunior defenseman 
Stephen Wood was named Hockey 
East Player of the Month for February 
after tallying 12 points in eight games, 
including four multiple-point 
performances. He posted three assists 
against No. 2 Maine and scored one 
goal and one assist in the Friars’ 5-4 
overtime victory over No. 9 Boston 
University on Feb. 21. Wood also 
posted a plus/minus rating of + 16 for 
the month.
For the season, Wood is fourth on 
the team in scoring with a career-high 
27 points (nine goals, 18 assists). He 
leads the team with a plus/minus rating 
of +22 and ranks third among Hockey 
East defensemen in scoring.
Women’s hockey junior 
defenseman Kelli Halcisak was 
named Hockey East Player of the 
Month for her strong play in February. 
She scored seven goals and added nine 
assists for a total of 16 points as the 
Friars went 9-1-0 for the month. She 
scored at least one point in nine 
consecutive games and notched five 
points (one goal, four assists) in the 
Friars’" 7-4 victory over New 
Hampshire on Feb. 22. With her strong 
effort, Halcisak became the inaugural 
winner of the women’s Hockey East 
scoring title with 21 points (six goals, 
15 assists) in league play.
Schaefer earns Goaltender of 
the Month honors
Men’s hockey senior goaltender 
Nolan Schaefer was named Hockey 
East Goaltender of the Month after 
leading the Friars to a 6-0-2 record in 
February. He started all eight games 
and posted a 2.06 goals against 
average and a .936 save percentage. 
He made a career-high 46 saves in 
Providence’s 5-2 victory of fourth- 
ranked New Hampshire on Feb. 9 and 
stopped 33 shots in the Friars’ 5-1 
victory at No. 2 Maine on Feb. 14. 
Most recently, Schaefer stopped 30 
shots as the Friars defeated UMass 
Lowell, 3-1, in the final regular season 
game on Feb. 28.
During the month of February, 
Schaefer earned Hockey East 
Defensive Player of the Week honors 
twice and was Player of the Week 
once. For the season, he has a 13-6-2 
record, a 2.70 goals against average 
and a .916 save percentage.
Men’s lacrosse drops season 
opener to Albany
Providence rallied from a six-goal 
deficit in the second quarter to pull 
within two, but Albany held on to win, 
10-7, in the season opener for both 
teams on March 1. Sophomore Dan 
Giuntini, a first-team all-conference 
attackman last year, led the Friars with 
two goals and three assists.
The Friars, who were picked third 
in the Metro Atlantic Athletic 
Conference preseason poll, fell behind 
early in the game and were down 8-3 
at halftime. After starting its comeback 
run in the second half, Providence had 
two opportunities to score in the final 
two minutes but was stopped at point­
blank range by Albany goalkeeper 
Kevin Rae.
Junior Kevin Kornobis joined 
Giuntini on the offensive attack with 
two goals. Sophomore first-year player 
John Hollister recorded one goal and 
one assist, and seniors Jon Meehan 
and Skip Dunphy added one goal 
apiece. Sophomore David Krasnica 
recorded two assists in the loss.
Providence will return to action on 
March 8 against Canisius at 1 p.m. on 
Glay Field.
Women’s tennis blanked by 
Seton Hall
The women’s tennis team was 
defeated by Seton Hall, 7-0, in their 
first home match of the season on 
March 1.
In singles action, the Friars’ No. 1 
freshman Cheri Lapane lost to Seton 
Hall’s Kim Barfuss, 6-0,6-2, while 
Providence’s No. 2 freshman Sara 
Bitetti fell to Emelie Akerbrant, 6-0, 
6-0. Sophomore Molly Gilbride fell 6-
2, 6-2 at third singles, and classmate 
Lindsey Christensen fell 6-0, 6-0. At 
the No. 5 spot, sophomore Nicole 
Rodger was defeated 6-1,6-3, and 
senior Katie Viola lost 6-0, 6-1 at 
sixth singles.
In doubles action, the No. 1 team of 
Lapane and Bitetti lost by a score of 8-
3, while the No. 2 team of Gilbride and 
Christensen was defeated 8-2.
The Friars return to action on 
March 29 as they travel to Stony 
Brook.
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Kerwin named to national 
rugby squad
Freshman Providence College 
Rugby Club member Andrew Kerwin 
has been selected to the United States 
Under-19 National team, which will 
compete in this year’s Rugby World 
Cup, to be held in France this April.
Kerwin impressed scouts and 
coaches at national team try-outs this 
past summer in Winona, Minn. In 
December 2002, Kerwin attended an 
elite camp in Dallas, and in February 
played for the U.S. against Canada to 
receive his first “cap,” or start in 
international competition.
Kerwin is one of 26 players on the 
U.S. National team, and will be in 
France for three weeks next month to 
compete against teams from all over 
the world.
Better Ingredients - Better Pizza
FASTER DELIVERY
Softball heads south for 
Spring Break
The softball team will be traveling 
to Florida and South Carolina for a 17- 
game road trip from March 7-16. The 
Friars will be starting off the week 
with six. games in Tallahassee at the 
three-day Florida State Invitational. 
During the week, the Friars will play 
three doubleheaders in Ocoee, Fla., 
then finish off at the Winthrop 
Invitational in Rock Hill, S.C. with 
five games. Providence will be facing 
several regionally ranked teams, such 
as Michigan, which is No. 1 in the 
Mideast region, Northeast region No. 7 
Lehigh, and West region No. 6 Tulsa.
Welcome Back Friars!
353-7774
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Several 
Friars 
keeping 
eye on the 
prize
by Stephanie LaCharite ’06
Sports Staff
Last year, the Providence 
College men’s and women’s 
indoor track teams sent only 
two individuals to the NCAA 
competition—one for the 
women and one for the men.
This year’s women’s team 
has the highest number ever to 
qualify in the history of the
program,
>
INDOOR sending seven 
TRACK runners to the 
NCAA 
Championship, to be held at 
Fayetteville, Ark., the 
weekend of March 14-15.
The men’s team, however, 
is not able to boast of its 
accomplishments like the 
women; they have yet to 
qualify any runners for the 
tournament and only have one 
shot left to qualify any runners
at all.
Leading the women to 
Arkansas is senior Roisin 
McGettigan, who will run the 
mile. She finished fifth in the. 
NCAA Championships last 
season in the mile, earning 
All-America honors and 
currently has the fourth-fastest 
mile time in the country this 
season.
Joining McGettigan is 
sophomore Deirdre Byrne, 
who has been chasing 
McGettigan all season and 
also has one of the fastest 
times in the mile on the year. 
At one point in the season, 
both McGettigan and Byrne 
were among the fastest 
runners in the country in the 
800m run, and are currently 
No. 10 and No. 11, 
respectively, in that event. 
However, both runners are 
stronger and have a better shot 
at success in the mile.
“It’s exciting because 
we’ve been training hard for 
the past two weeks for this,” 
said McGettigan. “Everything 
has been in preparation for 
this, the time is coming up, 
and we are ready to race.”
Sophomore Mary Cullen 
has qualified to run in the 
3000 meters, having run the 
16th fastest time this year 
nationally. The distance 
medley relay team composed 
of freshman Fiona Crombie, 
sophomore Roisin Quinn, 
senior Emer O’Shea, and
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MEN’S 
HOCKEY
by Brendan McGair ’03 
Sports Staff
It’s March—and that can 
only mean one thing in college 
hockey: the Providence College 
men’s hockey team and Boston 
University meeting in the play­
offs. The 
Hockey East 
playoff’s 
version of
Groundhog Day is at it once 
more, with the teams’ best-of- 
three quarterfinal series begin­
ning tonight at Schneider Arena. 
It will mark the third straight 
year the No. 13 Friars and No. 
10 Terriers have met in the play­
offs and the fourth time in the 
last five years.
Though both teams finished 
tied in the standings with 27 
points apiece, the Friars (19-12- 
3, 12-9-3 Hockey East) gained 
the crucial home-ice advantage 
after taking five out of six points 
from the Terriers in the regular 
season. All three games the 
teams played this season went 
to overtime, a testament to how 
evenly matched the teams are. 
but it was the Friars who were 
able to execute just a bit better, 
skating away with two OT wins.
“BU is a good team and they 
do everything they can to throw
“So, you’re going to New York...”
Win over UConn ensures
Friars’ eligibility for N.I.T.
by Lauren DeMauro ’05 
Asst. Sports Editor
With the regular season winding down, 
the Providence College Men’s Basketball 
team’s attention is focused on the 
upcoming Big East Tournament, to be held 
March 12-15, at Madison Square Garden 
in New York City. Head Coach Tim Welsh 
enters this season’s tournament with the 
hopes of winning his 
MEN’S first postseason game 
BASKETBALL at Providence— 
something he has yet 
to do in his five years of running the 
program. Whether it is the NCAA 
tournament, the NIT, or the Big East 
Tournament, Welsh holds a 0-6 record.
Just one game remains on the Friars’ 
schedule, and right now, it looks as though 
PC’s opponent in the first round of the 
tournament will be Georgetown. With 
Wednesday’s 76-70 upset victory over the 
University of Connecticut, the Friars (7-8 
in the Big East) have clinched at least 
fourth place in the Eastern Division, 
behind Boston College (10-5), UConn (9- 
5), and Villanova (8-7). As such, 
Providence will face Georgetown in the 
first round of the Tournament. Don’t let 
the standings fool you—as the fifth seed 
in the West, the Hoyas will be no small 
task for Welsh’s squad.
The Friars have already lost to the 
Hoyas once this season. On Tuesday, Feb. 
25, the Hoyas snapped PC’s three-game
Senior Jon DiSalvatore (14) and the men’s hockey team host 
Boston University this weekend at Schneider Arena.
things at you,” said senior 
Nolan Schaefer. “ We are just 
going to keep playing our sys­
tem that we’ve been playing 
well in, and hopefully, we’ll 
come out on top.”
After the Friars’ 3-1 win over 
UMass-Lowell last Friday, they 
waited on a two-game set up in 
Maine between the Black Bears 
and BU—a single loss by BU 
guaranteed home ice for the Fri­
ars.
Things looked good on Fri­
day with Maine up 2-1 with 10
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Madness 
Breakdown
PETE TAVIS ’05/The Cowl
PC is riding the success of senior goaltender Nolan Schaefer.
• After defeating UConn 
Wednesday night, the Friars 
are at least the No. 4 seed in 
the Big East Eastern 
Division for the Big East 
Tournament, and would face 
No. 5 Western Division 
seed, Georgetown, in a 
rematch of last year’s first 
round loss. There is a 
chance PC could be the No. 
3 seed in the East if they end 
the season tied with 
Villanova.
• The Friars, currently 14-12 
on the season, will-have a 
.500 record at the end of the 
season and will be 
eligible for the N.I.T.
winning streak—forcing 25 Friar 
turnovers and going on a 14-2 run in the 
opening minutes of the second half, 
handing PC a 71 -56 loss at the MCI Center 
in Washington, D.C.
Last season, the Friars’ hopes of 
advancing in the postseason were crushed 
by the Hoyas, with Georgetown handing 
PC a heartbreaking 67-66 loss on a shot 
by Wesley Wilson with just less than four 
seconds to play. A last-second shot attempt 
by graduated guard John Linehan ’02 
missed the mark, and the Friars were 
forced to return home winless in the 
postseason.
• With a series win over 
Boston University this 
weekend, the Friars will 
secure their spot in the 
NCAA Tournament.
• If PC loses to BU, their 
chances to make the 
NCAAs go on the bubble— 
several unranked teams will 
receive automatic bids to 
the tournament from their 
conference.
• If the Friars make the 
tournament, they will be the 
No. 3 or No. 4 seed in the 
East, playing the first and
second rounds at The Dunk
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This season, the Hoyas have the second 
leading scorer in the Big East, junior forward 
Mike Sweetney, who averages a double­
double on the season, with 22.6 points and 
10.4 rebounds per game. Sweetney earned 
Co-Big East Player of the Week accolades 
on March 3 for his performances against 
Syracuse (31 points, 19 rebounds, seven 
assists, and seven blocks), and his 20-point, 
eight-rebound performance against the
BIG EAST/Page 28
